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ABSTRACT

THE DETERITORIALIZATION OF HOME AND IDENTITY IN BRIAN CHIKWAVA’S *HARARE NORTH* AND CHRIS CLEAVE’S *THE OTHER HAND*

KAYGISIZ, İsmail  
M.A., The Department of English Literature  
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Elif Öztabak-AVCI

August 2020, 90 pages

The issue of migrancy has been spotlighted in the millenial London novel, in which there are many different approaches to issues of multiculturalism, both affirmative and pessimistic, Britishness and otherness. Moreover, these issues entail a questioning of the notion of identity and home that are exposed to transformation in the course of migration. The in-betweenness in the sense of identity and home can best be explained through the concept of deterritorialization. The aim of this thesis is to analyze comparatively the deterritorialization of home and identity in Brian Chikwava’s *Harare North* and Chris Cleave’s *The Other Hand* in the light of Deleuze and Guattari’s and Arjun Appadurai’s conceptualizations of the term from within the context of migrancy, specifically refugeehood and irregular migration. In the former work, the narrator, a fanatical Mugabe supporter from Zimbabwe, undergoes a self-destructive deterritorialization, losing all he has and thinks as to his identity and home, whereas in the latter, one of the two narrators, Little Bee as a Nigerian teenage refugee girl reflects on globalisation and consciously creates a new identity free from essentialist perceptions.

**Keywords:** deterritorialization, refugees, identity, home, globalization.
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To all the deterritorialized, both human and nonhuman...
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The novel of the new millenium by Britain-based writers deal frequently with issues of migration and identity. Salman Rushdie, Caryl Phillips, Monica Ali, Timothy Mo, Zadie Smith, Hanif Kureishi, Mohsin Hamid, Andrea Levy and Gautam Malkani are some well-known names who scrutinize the issues of identity and home regarding migration. This thesis focuses on the work of some relatively less-known novelists, Brian Chikwava’s debut novel *Harare North* (2004) and Chris Cleave’s *The Other Hand* (2008). The main motive for this comparative analysis is that both novels explore the issue of migration and the transformation of the characters’ sense of identity and home, which will be discussed in terms of the notion of deterritorialization. The narrators in the novels come from different countries and they differ in their motives to migrate as well as their gender position. While the unnamed narrator of *Harare North*, when in Britain, resists change in his identity and sense of home as a former member of the youth militia Green Bombers having a strong affinity with Mugabe, one of the two narrators of *The Other Hand*, Little Bee’s sense of belonging, identity and home is always in the making. Therefore, deterritorialization works differently in each case.

Michael John Perfect gives a concise account of the millenial London novel in his *Contemporary Fictions of Multiculturalism: Diversity and the Millenial London Novel*. Perfect’s chapter titled “London as a Safe Haven? Asylum, Immigration and Missing Fingers in Chris Cleave’s *The Other Hand* (2008) and Brian Chikwava’s *Harare North* (2009)” is the most detailed literary analysis of these two novels. Perfect compares the novels by focusing on the employment of certain metaphors. He argues that although both novels are “in some ways, very different works,” they employ the “image of a missing finger as a representation of loss” (Perfect 157). The importance of missing fingers, he argues, is that the exclusion of others from the society is to show
us the lack of understanding, and the common approach to “the plight of others” (179) so that the reader can defamiliarize themselves from the point they stand and see through the discriminatory structures. After exploring the historical and political background contexts of the British asylum politics, immigration and multiethnic London, Perfect presents an overview of how the British asylum and immigration system affect the newcomers as well as multiculturalism in Britain. Moreover, he highlights the issue of loss in migration through the metaphors of missing fingers and pound coins in detail, with references to the traumatic consequences.

In this thesis, the main argument has been shaped in the light of Deleuze and Guattari’s and Arjun Appadurai’s conceptualizations of deterritorialization. They define it as transcending the fixed, stable, epistemologically-accepted norms. Deterritorialization is the decentralization of the power and totality of the Oedipus. Yet, their accentuation of collectivities is important since deterritorialization as a revolutionary action requires conscious and mass movements. The notion of deterritorialization has attracted attention in migrant literature and sociology of migration, as seen in the works of Arjun Appadurai and Caren Kaplan. The term, thus, can be applied in the migrant context because the act of migrating may push one to the margins of the host society even though they are in the centre in their country of origin. In the margin or in the marginalized diaspora, one can be expected see through the power structures, identity politics, cultural politics and be exposed to transformation of identity and sense of home, consequently. According to Appadurai, deterritorialization refers to the transformation of identity, sometimes as a radical break from the concept of a fixed identity, resonating with Deleuze and Guattari’s conceptualization of deterritorialization. The transformation is a result of globalization, and in the global context, he works on diasporas and how diasporic people imagine and reimagine new pasts, new homes. He deals with the issue of deterritorialization through his –scapes, ethnoscape, financescape, ideoscape, mediascape, technoscape, with the help of which he comes to analyze deterritorialization as regards migrants.

Migration has now become a global issue. Yet, a great body of literature on it has always been present. The Book of Exodus from The Old Testament, many WW2 movies, Eternity and A Day and The Suspended Step of the Stork by Theo
Angelopoulos, Michael Haneke’s *Happy End*, Sylvain Estibal’s *When Pigs Have Wings* are some well-known examples of narratives about migrancy. And almost all examples on this topic reveal that hopes, fears, expectations, disillusionments, frustrations of migrants are in every corner of the world. The cut in the migrant’s life, and the disengagement from their no-more-homes are perhaps best summarized in Derek Walcott’s mourning in “Laventille”:

We left
somewhere a life we never found,
customs and gods that are not born again.

During the act of leaving, migrants are hopeful, of surviving, finding and founding a better life. They are deterritorialized and look for ways to find a new territory. However, what follows departure is usually the disappointment of deterritorialization and the feeling of no going back to one’s previous life. They are not the same people as they were. They can only be reterritorialized; or they become nomads. And the past is only a failed memory of “a life [they never found]” and “customs and gods that are not born again.”

Moreover, some migrants, who are identified as “refugees,”¹ face further difficulties such as a division of places from the general population that restrains one from participating in everyday life easily and makes them internalize being the other, thus keeping them at a certain distance.² At present, millions of people are going through similar phases in their lives. For many scholars, this flow results from globalization and the “disintegration” of the nation state. Zygmunt Bauman explains the issue of globalization as follows: “Globalization means that the state no longer has

---

¹ The UK has been a party of the 1951 Convention under the protection of the 1967 Bellagio Protocol which defines a refugee as

any person who: owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his [sic] nationality and is unable to or, owing to such a fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it (Bloch 7).

According to that definition of the term, a refugee is a person who is under a constant fear of persecution due to their race, nationality, religion, sexual orientation, and so on.

² Hanna Arendt in her influential “We Refugees” defines the condition of refugees, drawing on her own experiences as a refugee in France. According to her, “In daylight, of course, [they] become only ‘technically’ enemy aliens all refugees know this. But when technical reasons prevented you from leaving your home during the dark hours, it certainly was not easy to avoid some dark speculations about the relation between technicality and reality” (Arendt 266).
the clout or the wish to keep its marriage with the nation rock-solid and impregnable” (28). The rock of the nation state in the international arena is broken and the impregnable is penetrated into, by means of millions changing their locations to metropolis.

Migration has been an issue not only for the migrant or refugee but also the members of the host country. Specifically in the case of Britain, for instance, even in the beginnings of the mass migration from colonies to the centre of the empire, there was a propaganda against the “black immigrants” that they came to rob the white British people of their jobs. Nevertheless, it was the case that “housing shortages, inadequate social services, high levels of unemployment and poor educational facilities were common features of these areas long before the arrival of the ‘immigrants’” and the jobs they took up were not wanted by the white workers (Brah 22). Still, the black immigrants were accused of lowering the life standards of the population due to their “cheap labour.”

This, in response, has been a challenge to globalization, giving rise to the discriminatory discourse, hate speech, attacks on the “underclass”\(^3\). Likewise, in the 50s and 60s, the British government was pressured to “restrict black immigration” (Brah 23). In opposition to that, there has been resistance too as pointed out by Stephen Castles in *The Age of Migration*:

Globalization has challenged the sovereignty of national governments from above and below. The growth of transnational society has given rise to novel challenges and has blurred formerly distinctive spheres of decision making. Trends are contradictory (see Castles, 2004b): on the one hand, politicians cling to national sovereignty, with such slogans as ‘British jobs for British workers’. On the other hand the complexity and fragmentation of power and authority that have resulted from globalization typically require governments (whether national, regional or local) to cooperate with other organizations and institutions, both public and private, foreign and domestic. (Castles et al. 17)

As is highlighted by Castles, globalization or the network of corporations, international institutions and compulsory coordination of countries with one another, or in Hardt and Negri’s idiom, Empire have led to transformation of the international community in that parties of it have come to negotiate over one another’s peoples and take actions

\(^3\) The term “underclass” refers to people who cannot even find a job and are also marginalized by lower classes. They are also classified as the “precariat.” See Guy Standing’s *The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class*. 
in harmony. It has opened the way for new territorialities and augmented reterritorializations. However, the hatred against the newcomers has become one tool for politicians all over the world and it can be seen in the far right parties in Europe and the US, which call for the action of sending the migrants and refugees back. Anti-migrant laws too keep newcomers away, and even if they are on the brink of death, they are denied the entrance to the metropoles of the Empire. Moreover, in Britain, the 1971 Immigration Act was restrictively against the presence of the black immigrants who were seen as “problems” for they did not fit the “superior” western standards (Brah 27). Those who did not reterritorialize according to what was shown as the focal territory of the UK were either deported or made illegal, criminalized and marginalized.

Still, they do not stop the movements of illegal immigrants who flee their country due to a social conflict, war or famine in order to live on. Besides, asylum, refugeehood and illegal immigration have recently been the subject matter for many target countries. According to Koser, “the movement of asylum-seekers and refugees and irregular migrants has also become increasingly significant across the industrialized world in the last 20 years or so” (Koser 4). That is why it is not possible to count the numbers of the people having to leave their countries for one or another reason and being denied the visa and taking the “illegal” path to live on. Being “illegal” or in Koser’s words, “irregular” almost all the time makes integration impossible for them, keeping them suspended in the line of flight as if nomads. They could only seem to integrate into the oedipal-territorial, which is the hegemonic network of ideology,

---


5 An asylum seeker is one who seeks asylum and applies to the Home Office with the same motives and reasons as those of refugees (Bloch 9). Most of “forced immigrants” who arrive in Britain fit the definition of the “spontaneous” and thus “receive no formal and coordinated assistance” (ibid.).

6 “Irregular migration includes people who enter a country without the proper authority, for example, by entering without passing through a border control or entering with fraudulent documents. It also includes people who may have entered a country perfectly legally, but then remain there in contravention of their authority, for example, by staying after the expiry of a visa or work permit, through sham marriages or fake adoptions, as bogus students or fraudulently self-employed. The term also includes people moved by migrant smugglers or human traffickers, and those who deliberately abuse the asylum system” (Koser 55-56). Here it is important to take note of the fact that there are other names given to irregular migrants such as “illegal,” “undocumented,” “unauthorized,” and “sans papier” migrants.

7 According to Koser, integration is “the process by which immigrants become accepted into society, both as individuals and groups” (25).
social and professional life by acting like the white Londoners, e.g., Sikh men being able to find a job only if they did not wear their turbans, exposing the fact that as long as they act in accord with the “superior” culture they are accepted, just by being seen to have reterritorialized.

As for identity, it is the encounter with the other through dialogue and it can be deduced that identity is derived from the social and it is identity only when in relation to others. Therefore, it is socially constructed. It is evolutionary and a never-ending process as long as we live. It is both a signifier and signified in a free-floating world of signification. It is the best means of territoriality - territorialization and deterritorialization - at the same time in that it is always in flux. Homi K. Bhabha similarly in his “Foreword to the 1986 Edition” of Frantz Fanon’s *Black Skin White Masks* marks it as follows:

> For identification, identity is never an *a priori*, nor a finished product; it is only ever the problematic process of access to an “image” of totality. The discursive conditions of this psychic image of identification will be clarified if we think of the perilous perspective of the concept of the image itself (Bhabha xxix-xxx).

Drawing on his definition of identity, we can claim that the concept of the image is the imagined identity, dependent upon the whole or the total. Unlike the common primordialist or essentialist belief that people in a specific territory make up a homogenous whole, identity too is, as pointed out by Bhabha above, heterogenous phenomenon that is always “becoming.” It is created over time, and always changes. Identity is therefore a nomadic concept.

In the first analytical chapter of this study, deterritorialization of identity and home of the unnamed narrator in Harare North (2004) will be explored. In the novel, the Zimbabwean narrator comes to the UK, asking for asylum, which is not granted. He, as a strong supporter of Mugabe, criticizes the diaspora as “lapsed” and tries not to change so that he can remain an “original native.” Yet, his resistance to change makes him more and more dogmatic, and finally, his in-betweenness leads to his self-destruction as deterritorialization.

In the second analytical chapter, the issue will be explored in *The Other Hand*, published as *Little Bee* in the USA. Despite the fact that there are two narrators, the chapter focuses mainly on the Nigerian refugee girl calling herself Little Bee. By
naming herself on her own, she creates a new identity in her transnational movement. Her sense of identity and home is deterritorialized, and she, too, remains in-between, until the end of the story when she restores her identity and home, and goes beyond the structural nation-state and in-betweenness.
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Arjun Appadurai defines deterritorialization in general terms as “one of the central forces of the modern world because it brings laboring populations in to the lower-class sectors and spaces of relatively wealthy societies” (Appadurai 37). It indicates the ever-changing potential of deterritorialization prompted by labor market and globalization in the contemporary society, where “money, commodities, and persons are involved in ceaselessly chasing each other around the world” (38). Globalization in that sense drives people, especially those from the former colonies, to move to the center of the Empire from the periphery bringing in culture clash amongst the residents in the centre. As for the international migrant, it is a rupture in the moment of leaving one place, and in the connection with the past time and the past home. They, therefore, move to and fro in the new place, sometimes trying to fit in, sometimes trying to preserve their past. They are deterritorialized; some reterritorialize whereas others get lost, permanently, in search for a territory but end up with despair. It is then hypothetical that globalization spotlights the issue of deterritorialization in the migrant context, though both concepts may from time to time be used interchangeably. Since this thesis focuses on deterritorialization and migration in the British novel in the 2000s, this chapter will explore the concept of deterritorialization. The concept’s components in this very case are space and migration as the plane of immanence, identity and home, sometimes their transformation over time. These make up the concept of deterritorialization,

Deterritorialization has many different, varying components. In this thesis, the locus is the plane of migration compartmentalized into home, identity and the past. Though it is unambiguous that there are chromatisms in the definitions of
deterritorialization which will be recuperated on the plane of migrancy, it is an exigency to get an overall encapsulation of the concept first, and, second to construe what deterritorialization is in the migrant context.

According to Deleuze and Guattari, deterritorialization is the destruction of the Oedipus, the hegemonic and ideological superstructure. They postulate that the oedipal super-ego is the cause of people being oedipalized, i.e., those who are, as subjects, unconsciously based on a territory, the state, family, etc., which are called the “Oedipal and oedipalized territorialities” (Seem xvii). According to Deleuze and Guattari, one should avoid such spaces, oppression and ideological/oedipal yoke. They, moreover, look for ways to break free from the Oedipus which operates through stability and territorializations, repressing the subject to the point of lacking multiplicities and living on a linear line that is constructed to keep him/her territorialized. They seek to figure out new ways to get out of such an ideological sense of the territory. Only by escaping or fleeing can one free oneself from the subjugation of the territory, not only in terms of physical space but the epistemological one as well. However, it is important to note that territory is not the exact opposite of deterritorialization. They take territory as deterritorialization’s “transformative vector,” (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia 327), i.e., territory can be a plane of change but it is not a transcendent approach; the change or a potential of change is immanent in a certain territory. Deterritorialization is therefore a rupture in time and space.

Deterritorialization is disillusionment. According to Deleuze and Guattari, humanities and social sciences keep people from perceiving the “reality of power” so that they can perform the necessary act of domesticating and create “docile and obedient subjects” for the Oedipal (Seem xx). In a similar vein, this kind of act is colonization of the mind and prompts people to mimic what they are shown, which makes the Oedipal as the vantage point of subject-fabrication. It binds people in and to their determined territories. Therefore, it can be purported that Oedipus is the territory itself, and every kind of oedipalization or territoriality, an agency of the state, paranoia, power inflicts ‘neurosis’ on individuals: “Everybody has been oedipalized and neuroticized at home, at school, at work. Everybody wants to be a fascist” (xx). Territorialization is then codification; territory is a set of codes; Oedipus is ideology.
Through the oedipal territorial codification, Oedipus creates subjects creating a whole, a totality.

Deterritorialization is the destruction of totality. Deleuze and Guattari, in response to the oedipal politics, challenge it within a revolutionary framework and through Anti-Oedipus that seeks to dismantle believes and the agencies of power:

Such a politics dissolves the mystifications of power through the kindling, on levels, of anti-oedipal forces —the schizzes-flows— forces that escape coding, scramble the codes, and free in all directions: orphans (no daddy-mommy-me), atheists (no beliefs), and nomads (no habits, no territories) (xxi)

It is anti-oedipal to shake off all that is territorialized, ideological, to break off the normal and the territory where all the relationships between subjects are based on discrimination and segregation and conglomeration. In accordance with Seem’s summary of Anti-Oedipus, it can be suggested that the “schizzes flows” are most evident in the cases of orphans, atheists and nomads whose desires are out of the coding territory of the Family, the Church and the State. Hence, schizzes-flows are the deterritorializing flows that attack the territorial. Similarly, Michel Foucault in his preface to Anti-Oedipus warns the reader against “[withdrawing] allegiance from the old categories of the Negative (law, limit, castration, lack, lacuna)” and suggests to the reader to “prefer what is positive and multiple, difference over uniformity, flows over unities, mobile arrangements over systems” (Foucault xiii). He in this warning and piece of advice infers that the territory makes a subject out of an individual who otherwise would be deterritorialized.

Deterritorialization is “becoming” (devenir):

1) unlimited and unending, as it has no true point of origin or destination (the world is always in ‘flux’), and 2) insofar as the past is itself considered infinite, the present counter-intuitively always occurs as the ‘return’ of recognizable and even foreseeable forms, but is irreducible to such forms precisely because becoming can never be ‘given’: it is, as Deleuze shows, always in between the past and future since ‘it moves in both directions at once’ and ‘always eludes the present’ (Young et al, 40)

In Young’s entry on “becoming” in The Deleuze and Guattari Dictionary, it is accentuated that becoming is omnipresent in that it has no origin and no stop in time and space, and while it is the past in question, the present acts according to the past
though it does not mean it is completely causal (because it would lead one to perceive the present as a direct result of the past, which makes it predetermined). This lack of predetermination in time makes one oscillate between the past and the future. This oscillation consequently results in the forever-transformation of the present. Deterritorialization as becoming unroots the present, beams one to the past and the future, both of which are ever in a continuous process of metamorphosis. Therefore, becoming is not the end product or an outcome of an action; rather, it is the process itself. Deterritorialization is a continually becoming process. It “is the pure movement evident in changes between particular events” and “the very dynamism of change, situated between heterogeneous terms and tending towards no particular goal or end-state” (Stagoll 26). Thus, becoming is not a spot in a continuum but it is the continuum itself. And this continuum itself has neither a beginning nor an end.

Deterritorialization stems from assemblages of segmentarity and accentuates segmentarity: “We are segmented from all around and in every direction. The human being is a segmentary animal. Segmentarity is inherent to all the strata composing us” (Deleuze and Guattari 208). According to Deleuze and Guattari, segments compose an assemblage, and in a sense an assemblage is composed of different lines of segmentation, comprising the horizontal, the vertical and the circular. Every assemblage is “a constellation of heterogeneous elements” and these are territorial as they “[sustain] connections that define it,” the connections Deleuze and Guattari refer to as “lines” (Thornton 11, Lorraine 147). And each assemblage is made up of lines of deterritorialization which “run through it and carry it away from its current form” (Lorraine 147). Accordingly, different kinds of segmentarities lead to different assemblages, and it is clear that they are correlated and can be changed, disrupted, deconstructed. As pointed out earlier, deterritorialization occurs in accordance with the territorial and territorialization. In the examples given in the passage above how de-territorialization can turn into a sort of re-territorialization can be seen. And, again, it is necessary to emphasize the fact that the case of the Roman Empire shows the reader what rigid segmentarity is: a specific territory where everything is listed and compartmentalized following the Oedipus. The molecular works in deterritorializations though it is in-between to cause the segmentarity to go to a rigid state as in the case of “the migrant barbarians” who have no specific constitutionalized
institutionalized - oedipalized territory. On the other hand, the line of flight functions as an everlasting hinge that abrogates borders. The distinction between the molecular segmentation and the line of flight is that the former keeps the door open to reterritorializations, which can be called as relative deterritorialization, while the latter is in a spectrum of absolute deterritorialization that leaves no or little space for reterritorializations.

Deterritorialization is an operation that transforms. If taken as a line of flight, it actually shows the transformative power of an assemblage. As long as it is on the move, the assemblage of deterritorialization is always in the process of becoming and anti-oedipalization. Therefore, “to deterritorialise is to free up the fixed relations that contain a body all the while exposing it to new organisations,” concludes Adrian Parr (69). It is in that sense a disfiguration of the socius. It is intrinsically a turbulence.

Put succinctly, deterritorialization is the decentralization of the power and totality of the Oedipus; it is to become anti-oedipal and shatter the blinding binoculars; it is an everlasting metamorphosis, cutting the ties from a root; it is segmentary, made up of assemblages and lines; it is the spectrum of change and becoming itself. It is leaving a unitary place, a unitary identity by being on the pace, on the move.

From the 1990’s on, new technological developments and the flows of people at an unprecedented degree have come to problematize the relations of the migrants and deterritorialized masses and communities and masses with their “homelands” and how they now conceive these relationships. Life in the new millennium is “shaped by the two important disjunctive elements: Globalization and the search for an identity” (Abadan-Unat 299). Thanks to the developments in communication, the contemporary society has come to the attention of many scholars, e.g., Manuel Castells who calls that society as the “network society” (qtd in Abadan-Unat 299), in which people

---

8 In Anti-Oedipus, Deleuze and Guattari defines the “socius” as follows: “If we wish to have some idea of the forces that the body without organs exerts later on in the uninterrupted process, we must first establish a parallel between desiring-production and social production. We intend such a parallel to be regarded as merely phenomenological: we are here drawing no conclusions whatsoever as to the nature and the relationship of the two productions, nor does the parallel we are about to establish provide any sort of a priori answer to the question whether desiring-production and social production are really two separate and distinct productions. Its one purpose is to point out the fact that the forms of social production, like those of desiring-production, involve an unengendered nonproductive attitude, an element of antiproduction coupled with the process, a full body that functions as a socius. This socius may be the body of the earth, that of the tyrant, or capital” (Deleuze and Guattari 10)

interact through networks that include cyberspace as well. Moreover, this age of migration along with these networks has also become an age of deterritorialization in because the former perceptions of time and space have changed and the boundaries of states, especially those of nation-states, have come to be questioned, which makes them lose ground as borders are blurred. In this atmosphere, the deterritorialized people make up the network society and they too problematize their relationship with the notions of home and identity in that they, as in the conceptualization of Deleuze and Guattari, distance themselves from the oedipal boundaries they previously received as the norm. Arjun Appadurai applies the concept to the deterritorialized migrants in the context of globalization which helps scrutinize and analyze the notions of home and identity and how these notions are deterritorialized.

Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson ask the questions "What does it mean, at the end of the twentieth century, to speak ... of a 'native land'? What processes rather than essences are involved in present experiences of cultural identity?", drawing on James Clifford’s approach to the changing patterns of mobility and global cultural economy (Gupta and Ferguson 37). Accordingly, no one or nothing “stays put” and mobility entails a sense of loss in terms of territoriality of origin. Clearly, formerly accepted and previously normative differentiation of cultures that were seen directly related to space as homogenous has changed; thus, the idea that a specific culture is only a product of a certain place has come not to make sense any more. Both the collective and the individual are deterritorialized. It is not far-fetched to claim then that the extended present, in Appardurai’s words, is the age of deterritorialization.

As aforementioned, Arjun Appadurai undertakes the issue of deterritorialization in the context of globalization. In his work, he first distinguishes the extended present from the past. He puts forward that “the past is now not a land to return to in a simple politics of memory” while one can elaborate on an extended present by an imaginary past (Appadurai 30). He implies that the deterritorialized global subject cannot bring back the past through memory as there is now a different phase in history that cannot be related to remembering. Accordingly, the sense of time and the approach towards the past have been deterritorialized as well. That is why he brings up the issue of Frederic Jameson’s “nostalgia for the present,” i.e., lamenting the loss of a world that never was (30). That refers to deterritorialization in time and
space. With that said, in the global context, due to such deterritorialization free-floating times become an issue that is related to “larger global forces” that have shown that “the past is usually another country” (30). A group of people embrace another’s culture (as in Appadurai’s exemplification of Filipinos taking on the American culture as part of their own) and the dislocation of time and culture is explained to the American readership as follows:

If your present is their future (as in much modernization theory and in many self-satisfied tourist fantasies), and their future is your past (as in the case of the Filipino virtuosos of American popular music), then your own past can be made to appear as simply a normalized modality of your present. (30)

That Filipinos sigh over an American song which they in fact historically and experientially have no association with, accordingly, indicates that cultural identification acts according to the global now. Not relying merely on memory is also part of that project; instead, we resort to imagination.

Appadurai purports that “the imagination is now central to all forms of agency, is itself a social fact, and is the key component of the new global order” (31). Therefore, imagination is the key feature of globalization of the contemporary deterritorialized present. He explains the significance of imagination as follows:

[T]hese [the image, the imagined, the imaginary] are all terms that direct us to something critical and new in global cultural processes [. . .] as a social practice. No longer mere fantasy (opium for the masses whose real work is elsewhere), no longer simple escape (from a world defined principally by more concrete purposes and structures), no longer elite pastime (thus not relevant to the lives of ordinary people), no longer mere contemplation (irrelevant for new forms of desire and subjectivity), the imagination has become an organized field of social practices, a form of work (in the sense of both labor and culturally organized practice), and a form of negotiation between sites of agency (individuals) and globally defined fields of possibility (31)

The change in the emphasis on imagination becoming social and cultural practices can be found in many works such as Benedict Anderson’s *Imagined Communities* and Salman Rushdie’s *Imaginary Homelands*. What the stress here on imagination reveals is that it is not to fantasize, to escape or make a shelter against the outside or the foreign; it is not exclusive or merely individual. It directs the social, shapes it, thus replacing all former conceptions of imagination. Moreover, it is shaped by the global.
It is not incorrect to propound that imagination has a reciprocal relationship with the
global, and in addition to the former statement, imagination shapes the global. Yet,
this reciprocity in the deterritorialized global scene is not dualistic. The new global
context is to be regarded as a “complex, overlapping, disjunctive order that cannot any
longer be understood in terms of existing center-periphery models (even those that
might account for multiple centres and peripheries)” (32). It means that the
imagination and the global are not on an end-to-end spectrum; in fact, it is not a single
spectrum but a web of disjunctive and intersecting networks and encounters.

Appadurai studies the aforementioned disjunctures through flows of global
cultural economy in a world where “everyone is in and out of place,” (Appadurai),
deterritorialized as populations (and collectivities) out of place. He conceptualizes the
flows of the deterritorialized global as “ethnoscapes,” “mediascapes,” “technoscapes,”
“ideoscapes” and “financescapes,” with -scapes referring to “fluid, irregular shapes of
these landscapes” (Appadurai 33). Furthermore, the reference to landscapes suggests
that these landscapes are shaped by perceptions, seen and construed differently and
constructed by “historical, linguistic, and political situatedness of different sorts of
actors,” which are, in this context, “nation states, multinationals, diasporic
communities, as well as subnational groupings and movements [. . .] and even intimate
face-to-face groups, such as villages, neighborhoods, and families” (33). With the help
of these -scapes does Appadurai explain the culturally and globally deterritorialized
landscape of the world he calls, drawing upon and extending the notion of “imagined
communities” of Benedict Anderson, into “imagined worlds.” They are also important
in his conceptualization of globalization, which he defines in his speech of “Flows of
Globalization” at Vienna Humanities Festival in 2016 as that which “has made us more
connected, connected in reality, in travel, in communication, in media, in economics
and so on; connection, connection, connection has simultaneously opened the horizons
of imagination for many people” (Appadurai). In the context of deterritorialization
connection and disconnection, deterritorialization and reterritorialization go hand in
hand, it is suggested; it is an everlasting process of making connections, creating a
network of roots while at the same time bringing about disconnectedness,
displacement, rootlessness and alienation. And upon this connectedness and
disconnectedness of the world and masses Appadurai builds his conceptualization of “flows” of -scapes.

The abovementioned differentiation of the past and the present is the vantage point of Appadurai’s argument: “[... ] with the advent of the steamship, the automobile, the airplane, the camera, the computer, and the telephone, we have entered into an altogether new condition of neighborliness, even with those most distant from Ourselves” (29). This is how the deterritorialized world begin to function. Before exploring the -scapes, it is important to note that for Arjun Appadurai, deterritorialization is not a result of the millenial technology or migration only. It is part of the 50s, 60s and the 70s, as well, “in which the kind of sense that nation-states are natural things had begun to get distorted”; the nation-state has come to be problematized and the “naturalness of national borders [has come] to be unsettled” in a world of more and more migrants, more and more commitments to different places (Appadurai, “Flows of Globalization”). It is a world with “‘no sense of place’ (Meyrowitz 1985)” (qtd in Appadurai 29), which appears to “rhizomic (Deleuze and Guattari 1987), even schizophrenic, calling for theories of rootlessness, alienation, and psychological distance between individuals and groups on the one hand, and fantasies (or nightmares) of electronic propinquity on the other” (29). Ergo, it is a world with no cordon sanitaire in terms of global deterritorialization, crossing boundaries through imagination as a “constitutive feature of modern subjectivity” in a “new order of instability” within which everyone is deterritorialized (3).

As for the imagined worlds of -scapes, first, ethnoscapes refer to landscapes of many more people who “constitute the shifting world” and the category includes migrants, tourists, exiles, asylum-seekers, guest workers, who all influence the politics of states in an unprecedented way (33). While there are still “relatively stable” groups and communities, the “warp of these stabilities is everywhere shot through with the woof of human motion, as more persons and groups deal with the realities of having to move or the fantasies of wanting to move” (33-34). Due to their motion, they are in constant deterritorialization and reterritorialization, and their imagination therefore is in motion too, i.e., deterritorialized. Second, technoscapes refer to “global configuration, also ever fluid, of technology and [to] the fact technology, both high and low, both mechanical and informational, now moves at high speeds across various
kind of previously impervious boundaries” (34). Technoscapes link peoples, groups, populations everywhere, providing people with communication in and out of place they are in and out of. Third, mediascapes stand for both the “distribution of electronic capabilities to produce and disseminate information” and “for the images of the world” stemming from media (35). The media provides the deterritorialized viewers with complicated, large-scale views of images and narratives which are overlapping and disjunctive. It is of importance for the making of imagination as the “lives between the realistic and the fictional landscapes [. . .] are blurred, so that the farther away these audiences are from the direct experiences of metropolitan life, the more likely they are to construct imagined worlds that are chimerical, aesthetic and even fantastic objects” (35). The production for a deterritorialized audience and of images, narratives, leads to the production of imaginary lives different and exclusive/selected sections/dimensions of life. How these images and media are chosen is the concern of ideoscapes comprised of “concatenations of images” depending on the ideological standings of different actors who employ and consume media and ideology. They create a specific logic to follow in order that a creation of an ethnoscape is made possible. And last, financescapes are important for the global economy and global cultural production in that capital is in circulation faster than it was in any period of history and they are an important component of Appadurai’s conceptualization of deterritorialization shifting masses’ location to lower sections of relatively affluent countries.

These -scapes are disjunctive and intersecting at the same time; in this case, they prove the rhizomic nature of the globalized world. The overall encapsulation of deterritorialization is laid bare by Appadurai. We see the overlapping -scapes: ethnoscapes create a sense of belonging or identity for the deterritorialized Hindus through technoscapes, and their interests, in both where they are and where they come from, are shaped by financescapes and ideoscapes and mediascapes by means of interaction of the deterritorialized people, in and out of place. According to Appadurai, this also leads to the creation of imagined homelands and imaginary communities of the deterritorialized. They are related to global disjunctive flows.

On the other hand, nation-states also use the -scapes to justify their actions and ideological steps they take. With the help of the -scapes they create a base to lay their
legitimacy, “special sites of sacredness, their special tests of loyalty and treachery, their special measures of compliance and disorder” (Appadurai 190). And the global trajectory defines even the smallest locale. Therefore, the always-constructed lives and pasts affect the present and future of the deterritorialized, and “the more we unravel these pasts the closer we approach worlds that are less and less cosmopolitan, more and more local” (163). In this context, the national-transnational, local-global, micropolitics-macropolitics, microidentity-macroidentity affect one another in the disjunctive-intersecting politics of deterritorialization.

In a nutshell, according to Appadurai, deterritorialized, displaced, and “transient populations that constitute today’s ethnoscapes are engaged in the construction of locality, as a structure of feeling,” and it is realized “often in the face of the erosion, dispersal, and implosion of neighborhoods as coherent social formations” (199). That may also be to say that locality is built as regards the global and that is why locality is created not as a singular entity but as plurality and multitude. Consequently, the locality in question is to be treated through the global flows of deterritorialization and -scapes at large, owing to the reciprocal nature of disjunctive and overlapping global cultural politics.

It can be asserted that deterritorialization is a result of the -scapes in question because via those -scapes deterritorialization creates a sense of breaking free from the national boundaries in the context of deterritorialized migrant communities. Mutman, nonetheless, finds Appadurai’s use of deterritorialization problematic. Mutman insists on the fact that Appadurai does not clearly define the concept, and the former juxtaposes the deterritorialization of Appadurai with that of Deleuze and Guattari: whereas Deleuze and Guattari’s conceptualization refers to a “radical break with or liberation from any origin, belonging, or fixity,” Appadurai’s approach lacks the “radical affirmative sense of” the term “as radical break with the logic of identity” (Mutman 2390). For Mutman, Appadurai takes the term as a “negative development, in terms of alienation” (2390). However, it can lead to a destruction of the individual and/or can be followed either by absolute deterritorialization or reterritorialization. So it cannot be easily claimed, while comparing and contrasting the two uses of deterritorialization, that one is celebratory whereas the other’s reception is negative. Yet, Appadurai does not use the term in a monocausal way. He stresses the break and
the creating of new presents and futures, though from time to time negatively too, in terms of exploitation of the feelings and senses of identity and belonging of the deterritorialized subjects.

Furthermore, Appadurai’s approach highlights it as a spectrum where one can get away from the oedipal sense of a nation and a culture and look back at it from the margins, out of the territory. In that respect, Appadurai presents deterritorialization as a way of counter-expression and thought. It leads to the destruction of the norm and totality. This is also underlined by Nermin Abadan-Unat’s interpretation of Appadurai’s approach: “The interaction between the scapes along with deterritorialization provides the action and ideas with the opportunity to find a ground so as to express and even justify themselves10” (Abadan-Unat 314). Deterritorialization, thus, makes up a “radical break” from the oedipal. This comes true through mediascapes in Appadurai’s case.

In a similar vein, Caren Kaplan approaches the issue of deterritorialization, taking Deleuze and Guattari’s conceptualization as the vantage point. She first defines the contemporary age as “one characterized by market fragmentation” (Kaplan 8). The global cultural flows do not result from a radical and voluntary/conscious break with the status quo or result in the abandonment of a certain identity. Kaplan’s approach to Deleuze and Guattari’s conceptualization of deterritorialization resonates with that of Appadurai:

Their [Deleuze and Guattari’s] model of deterritorialization, like most Euro-American modernist versions of exilic displacement, stresses the freedom of disconnection and the pleasures of interstitial subjectivity. Yet deterritorialization itself cannot escape colonial discourse. The movement of deterritorialization colonizes, appropriates, even raids other spaces: “Write, form a rhizome, increase your territory by deterritorialization, extend the line of flight to the point where it becomes an abstract machine covering the entire plane of consistency.” Deterritorialization is always reterritorialization, an increase of territory, an imperialization. (Kaplan 89)

Just as Kaplan asserts that deterritorialization is a sort of expansion of a territory in imagination, Appadurai takes the concept as the movements of people on the move.
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experiencing “dangerous moments.” Those who produce and reproduce their deterritorialized senses of images, pasts, presents, futures, identities, homes, homelands, languages, literatures, not all the time end up in completely Deleuzeo-Guattarian deterritorialization or reterritorialization, in contrast to the way Mutman perceives it. Kaplan recapitulates the concept both in Deleuzeo-Guattarian and Appadurai’s way, in her “Deterritorializations: the Rewriting of Home and Exile in Western Feminist Discourse”:

"Deterritorialization" is one term for the displacement of identities, persons, and meanings that is endemic to the postmodern world system. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari use the term "deterritorialization" to locate this moment of alienation and exile in language and literature. In one sense it describes the effects of radical distanciation between signifier and signified. Meaning and utterances become estranged. (Kaplan 188)

Calling for attention to Deleuze and Guattari’s sense of the concept as a “radical break with or liberation from any origin, belonging, or fixity,” Appadurai’s approach is valid since for the deterritorialized the decentering of the signified is replaced with imagination of the people overseas: The void created by this destruction of the “homeland” is replaced by imagination. With the help of imagination, the deterritorialized find an opportunity to reflect on the past and the past home through various media. That is the reason behind the diasporic spheres which creates a space for the deterritorialized to engage in local cultures in their own cultural and authentic characteristics (Abadan-Unat 314). While doing so, the deterritorialized get away from the oedipal through shifting boundaries. In addition, in the context of migrancy, Appadurai’s approach deals with the deterritorialized, as transnationals, defined by Nermin Abadan-Unat as those who feel a sense of belonging both to “there” and to “here” and “do not confine their identities to a certain nation11” (Abadan-Unat 225). In short, both Deleuze and Guattari’s and Appadurai’s conceptualizations of deterritorialization resonate each other in that both present deterritorialization as a sort of distancing from home; both problematize the issue of identity and belonging; and, both operate through collectivities.

2.1 Changes in the Understanding of Territory

Salman Rushdie states due to a sense of loss of home and identity, he believes “it’s [his] present that is foreign, and […] the past is home, albeit a lost home in a lost city in the mists of lost time” (Rushdie 10, 9). He claims he has lost the sense of India as home as the time has changed everything that was India for him, and he and those people he mentions, because of their physical alienation is to “create fictions,” but they are “invisible ones, imaginary homelands, Indias of the mind” (10). The physical alienation brings about an epistemological and ideological alienation. The past that was home is lost. The immigrant is now deterritorialized, contemplating on the lost home. Yet, the present is also foreign. The deterritorialized as part of a transnational community now has a different sense of space, which weakens the idea that a person belongs to a certain space and a certain nation (Abadan-Unat 311). Unlike the colonial understanding of space, the contemporary spatial understanding problematizes the relationship of immigrants with a specific geography.

As such, “colonial analysis has seen the spatial as inherent to the questions of identity, power and resistance it often raises, seen in the highlighting of geography,” states Sara Upstone, shedding light on the colonial reception of space, and she compares the colonial to the postcolonial or the contemporary in the twentieth-first century when the borders are blurred as a result of transnational movements (4). She emphasizes the a priori knowledge that the colonial perspective of a colonial space presents it as fixed, homogenous in tandem with the Euclidian and Newtonian perceptions of space. In the colonial understanding, there needs to be a specified and fixed territory to create an identity. Homi K. Bhabha analogically asserts that “what is increased is the visibility of the subject as an object of surveillance, tabulation, enumeration and, indeed, paranoia and fantasy … a fixed reality which is at once an ‘other’ and yet entirely knowable and visible” (qtd. in Upstone 6). It emphasizes the significance of mapping and territorialization for the colonizer, drawing attention to the other’s space in a given territory. As such, territory turns into an instrument of
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12 “As the zenith of several hundred years of military seizures of territory by economic trading groups, and appropriations of land and culture by religious missions under the approving gaze of their governments and sovereigns, these projects have been defined as “geographical violence”’ (Said, Culture 225)” (Brah 4)
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control. The colonial *ancien régime* put the colonized in a mapped sphere in order to have them embody the territorialized identity in order to control and label anyone and anywhere in absolute terms. It confirms Upstone’s argument: “Colonial spatial order is *not* natural. Rather, it is a conscious act, a purchase of an imaginary, on the part of the coloniser in order to secure power” (6). In short, that space was a means of territorialization and oedipalization in that the colonizer needed to compartmentalize what they had to conquer and make it their own so as to rule over.

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri have a similar approach to the colonial spatial history. They deem that the act of statically staying put was a *sine qua non* of the colonial rule. Thanks to mapping, the colonizer had at his disposal the opportunity to locate the colonized in mathematical terms and to calculate and control the masses and take action accordingly. It was an attempt to define the area of repression and the hegemonic-colonial space. Dividing districts, zones in cities, cities, countries via borders by districting helped the abovementioned surveillance and enumeration for authorities and helped create distinct/districted identities. It recalls the distinction between the former understanding of space and the present one drawn by Hardt and Negri, who put forward that “whereas colonial power sought to fix pure, separate identities, Empire thrives on circuits of movement and mixture” (Hardt and Negri 199). As for deterritorialization, unlike the system in the past that took space as only a piece of land and control, the contemporary oedipalization and territorialization are in relation to Empire, which is “postcolonial and postimperialist” (9). It takes place in multiplicities stretching from the spatial to the ideological.

The understanding of the spatial has changed from the decolonization processes on, with countries being re-mapped, peoples displaced, dislocated from their homes; some moved to the empire’s centre, London, some to the USA and France; the formerly colonized started looking for life opportunities, employment, education and so on. Its effects on migrants and migrant writers are clear in the abode they have taken so as to write on and back to the empire, and their abodes cannot be located directly, due to the deconstruction of a so-called pure centre.

Elleke Boehmer defines the postcolonial writers’ movements both in literature and geography as “from national bonding to international wanderings, from rootedness to peregrination” (Boehmer 225). This spatial change in attitude derived from the
temporal is due to globalization. According to her, pioneering post-independence authors dealt mostly with national narratives for a communal understanding; however, “from the late 1980s and into the twenty-first century many writers’ geographic and cultural affiliations became more divided, displaced, and uncertain” (225). This division and blurring, at the same time, of space, displacement and uncertainty mark the twenty-first century’s global stage in that the meta-narratives of the local-national and nation-states have come to lose dominance thanks to the growing interest in what is global. This issue of course changes the landscape in the centre and it results in the diversification of the mainstream culture as more and more people come to live. The landscape is shaped by the formerly colonized now. Boehmer claims that “the populations of western cities are now formed out of the constant sedimentation of diverse movements of transcontinental drift” (226). Space has witnessed more than ever deterritorializations and reterritorializations owing to the change of space and multiplicities of distinct oedipalization, visible in the diasporic networks, creation of new contact lists and ‘imaginary homelands’.

Globalization and deterritorialization of space blurs boundaries between nationalities. Yet, this is accompanied by another development, which is reminiscent of the colonial practices, i.e., the division of districts, ghettos becomes the case for London. For instance, the British government policy in the 60s and 70s required that Ugandan Asians stay at a certain district while other migrant ethnicities stay at different places, differentiated as “red” and “green” zones (Brah 34). It paved the way to the creation of diasporal zones, which have been the subject matter of many novels such as Brick Lane (2003) by Monica Ali and Londonstani (2006) by Gautam Malkani.

According to Arjun Appadurai, though there are still spatial boundaries between states, in the global cultural politics, there is a disjunctive link amongst the –scapes and one outcome of that relationship is that “state and nation are at each other’s
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13 Or in this case, deterritorialization or in Nikos Papastergiadis’s idiom, “turbulence.” For more, see his Turbulence of Migration: Globalization, Deterritorialization and Hybridity.

14 Aforementioned oedipal apparatuses in multiplicities make an imaginary space in the mind, which leads the half-deterritorialized to hanging on to an ideal place that never turns out to be natural.

15 This sort of segregation policies indeed help the Oedipus repress the anti-oedipal. Then we can also take into account that deterritorialization is not the case for the migrant only; the former colonial politics tried to confine the immigrant to preserve the status quo.
throats, and the hyphen that links them is now less an icon of conjuncture than an index of disjuncture” for nations are created and produced and reproduced all over the globe while states, particularly nation-states stick to their boundaries for their perpetuity, bringing about a “battle of the imagination, with state and nation seeking to cannibalize one another” (Appadurai 39). Appadurai puts forth that “ideas of nationhood appear to be steadily increasing in scale and regularly crossing existing state boundaries,” since “previous identities stretched across vast national spaces or, […] the dormant threads of a transnational diaspora have been activated to ignite the micropolitics of a nation-state” (40). Therefore, the spatial deterritorialization causes a conflict between the identity and the boundaries, and the previous understanding of space as a mapped area that belongs to a certain group of people has been questioned and come to be dismantled.

2.2 Identity and Deterritorialization

Identity creates a sense of belonging to a certain group, and the totality of a certain identity is revealed through the encounter with the other. The positioning of one group comes to existence as “groups classify ‘others’ during their own acts of self-identification” (Macgonagle 2). The process of making of an identity takes place by how a group defines itself against others and compares itself to others. Zygmunt Bauman suggests that national identity in particular is part of the human experience; nevertheless, it is not ‘natural’ but a fiction that is presented as if a “self evident ‘fact of life’” (Bauman 20). On the other hand, it is still a prevailing figure in the global cultural imagery. The significance of identification is that it is a “powerful factor in stratifications” (38) because the variety of identities means the variety of social strata and helps create hierarchies. Though this work will touch upon the utilization of identity as criteria and a means of justification for who can assert power over the other later on, it is not too soon to exert that through differential identifications is the colonial
sandwich\textsuperscript{16} made possible, and thus the binary of the “superior” and “inferior” comes to the surface without feeling guilt (Brah 1). And through such an oedipal identification, it is possible to territorialize and codify masses.

The stratification based on national identity silences the other and the \textit{status quo}/the Oedipus remains sustainable. In Deleuzean terms, this is how compartmentalized territoriality works in the epistemological register. The Oedipus pays efforts to represent identity, which is in flux, as if stable, natural, through the molar line. It is in the rigid territoriality and to preserve itself, it needs to produce subjects rigidly territorialized.

According to Homi K. Bhabha, the questions of identification and identity are explicit in the way people take on their roles because of the “production of an ‘image’ of identity and the transformation of the subject in assuming that image” (Bhabha xxix). This way it elucidates that the image of an identity is, against the grain, deterministically pre-given when they are part of the social. It makes people act in accordance with the image. This experience of identity-making can be considered to exclude autonomy, accordingly; it cannot tolerate any line of flight.

What is more is that national identity is formed through the network of millions of unknown people sharing similar traits of \textit{Lebenswelt} such as language, education etc—that make people feel a sense of belonging. To speak of one national identity actually means to speak of other national identities in that to have an identity is to position oneself in relation to others: This of course creates a binary between positions of different nationalities. The main reason behind colonial exploitation is the stratification of national and racial identities. The colonized were imagined to occupy a “lower space than low” and are ‘denied the right to claim an identity as distinct from an ascribed and enforced classification’ (Bauman 39). They are made passive in speech and their ability to assert themselves is either limited or determined by the hegemonic identity.

Zygmunt Bauman refers to a poster against racism in Berlin in 1994 that says: “Your Christ is Jew. Your car is Japanese. Your pizza is Italian. Your democracy - Greek. Your coffee - Brazilian. Your holiday Turkish. Your numbers - Arabic. Your

\textsuperscript{16} Brah explains “the colonial sandwich” as in the case of “the formation in East Africa—via the effects of colonial policy—of the ‘colonial sandwich’, with Europeans at the top, Asians in the middle, and Africans at the bottom” (Brah 1).
letters - Latin. Only your neighbour is a foreigner” (Bauman 27). This is uttered in the context of xenophobia in Europe. This quotation makes it possible to put forward that the national identity is only a delusion and part of oedipalization (and how oedipalization is only ideological) despite the fact that everything is in flux in material terms too.

What about refugees, asylum-seekers and “illegal immigrants”? They are the “non-territorials in a world of territoriality grounded sovereignty” (Bauman 39). Territory has not lost its determining force in positioning people; and the stateless or the “non-territorials” are given no space anywhere. Line of flight does not necessarily turn out to be liberating all the time, maybe since line of flight requires a rupture in the border and when this is not achieved, the refugee or “illegal” immigrant might wind up in a detention centre or a refugee camp. Paradoxically, it confirms that the strength of power asserted over a specific space still determines identity. Furthermore, if the assigner of that identity and the state of “origin,” or their “original” territoriality and the Oedipus do not back one up, she or he is seen a complete outsider, and consequently the immigrant is denied the claim to place in the host country and kept in camps – “non-places” - or sent back to where they are coming from so that they are kept away from the citizens and they do not become part of the social-spatial. They are expected to reterritorialize back in ‘home.’ On their journey, the “illegal” or “irregular” immigrants or refugees cannot claim a specific identity, which confirms the territoriality of identity and the fact that it is socially-spatially and oedipally constructed.

As for the Appaduraian approach to the issue of the immigrant identity, as within the home-state’s borders, the deterritorialized immigrants feel the urge to create locality through the –scapes as a “structure of feeling, a property of social life” that
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17 Detention literally means imprisonment and more and more asylum seekers have been detained in Britain: In the early 90s about 200 asylum seekers were “detained at any one time” (47). “In October 1996, there were 864 asylum seekers in detention of which 343 were in ordinary prisons (Liebaut and Hughes, 1997)” (qtd. in Bloch 47). As of the mid-1998 almost 800 asylum seekers were imprisoned and two years later the number of the people detained was 1,037 (47). “Of those detained, 37 per cent are in immigration detention centres and 63 per cent are in prison establishments (National Coalition of Anti-Deportation Campaigns, 2000)” (qtd. in Bloch 47). And Inspite of the fact that they normally stay detained for 65 days there are those as well who stay in detention centres for longer according to UNHCR (47). The detention process is conducted by “immigration officials at the beginning of the asylum process” because of two primary reasons: stop asylum seekers from feeling so as to accelerate the deportation process and to use it “as a deterrent to other asylum seekers from a particular country of origin (Morrison, 1998)” (qtd. in Bloch 47).
turns into a struggle. There are many congeries of that struggle and the deterritorialized people earn an identity through self-identification with an ambiguous space and collectivity. Both a sense of belonging and that of loss are the determining questions in that sense. Additionally, media’s effect cannot be denied at this very point in that it functions as an ideological state apparatus for both the country of origin and the host country so that the deterritorialized people can look for ways to reterritorialize. The bullet points listed by Appadurai can be summarized as follows:

First, the national territory has come to lose ground and therefore nation-states are in search for new links and networks to create a sense of belonging in the face of globalization. As K. Onur Unutulmaz emphasizes, “sending countries, while talking of their citizens who migrated to other countries, use the concept of integration in order to strictly differentiate it from the notion of assimilation” (Unutulmaz 135). Yet, globalization theorists stresses the importance of transnationalism which is based on, “collective memory, imagination and electronic media, instead of national borders” and which “questions the classical notions of nationality and the parameters set by it” (Abadan-Unat 295). Second, “the growing disjuncture between territory, subjectivity, and collective social movement” can be understood in the transnational communities networks and diaspora because the three terms are closely-knit and according to Appadurai, the diasporic public spheres are shaped by many different factors depending on the status of the participants. What makes these spheres different from being a migrant is that the status of migrants and asylees are determined in law, but that one is a member of a diaspora and sustains her/his ties is a voluntary preference (Abadan-Unat 293). Therefore, the struggle is one between a given diaspora and the individual and the past home. Third, “the steady erosion, principally due to the force and form of electronic mediation, of the relationship between spatial and virtual neighborhoods” can be understood in terms of the improvements in technology and

18 “Göç gönderen ülkeler de başka ülkelerde göç etmiş vatandaşlarından bahsederken entegrasyon kavramını, asimilasyon kavramından katı bir şekilde ayrıştırma ihtiyacı, kullanmakta” (Unutulmaz 135). My translation.


20 “Göçmen ve sığınmaçlarla illegal işçilerin statüleri hukuk yolu ile belirlenir, ama kişinin diasporanın bir üyesi olması ve bağlarını sürdürmesi iradî bir tercihtir” (Abadan Unat 293). My translation.
through that technology “the new form of structuring capitalism has taken has paved the way to a new society” over the last thirty years. “Types of work in the organization form in which the concepts of space and time have disappeared have become flexible and unstable, and the articulated media and virtual realities create cultures” (Abadan-Unat 299). The erosion in question, hence, results from the deterritorialization of space and reality and that deterritorialization leads to the deterritorialization of identity.

2.3 Deterritorialization and the Notion of Home

Avtar Brah explains the notion of home with two different definitions: first, as a “mythic place of desire in the diasporic imagination,” which makes it a “place of no return, even if it is possible to visit the geographical territory that is seen as the place of ‘origin’” (188). Second, she furthers (and contrasts the first definition) the definition of home as “the lived experience of locality, its sounds and smells” (4). Home is not definitely a place of origin, where one comes from, but where one feels at home. Home is where one reterritorializes oneself. Home is what one invigorates, *inter alia*, and one is underpinned by. Therefore, both definitions can be applied to one who is in pursuit of a home. Drawing on the notion of nation theorized by Benedict Anderson as imagined and socially constructed, through the hegemonic epistemology, home is an ideological apparatus and sphere where one feels the sense of belonging to a specific piece of land and group of people, a sense shared by millions of unknown others: It is an ontological sphere in which one is defined in her/his relation (psychological, physical, economic) to others in direct contact and in person.

On the other hand, in the context of migrancy, “the association of home with familiarity which allows strangeness to be associated with migration (that is, to be located as beyond the walls of the home) is problematic” because strangeness and
changes of spaces are possible/present within the home; therefore, home is not to be
directly associated with familiarity in a given, specific space (Ahmed 88). However,
it does not still stop one from asserting that moving away from where one takes her/his
abode leads to a kind of strangeness, hence a correlation between migration and
alienation and deterritorialization of home and identity. Ahmed reiterates that it can be
possible to reconcile these two conceptualizations of home on following grounds:

The journeys of migration involve a splitting of home as a place of origin
and home as the sensory world of everyday experience. What migration
narratives involve, then, is a spatial reconfiguration of an embodied self: a
transformation in the very skin through which the body is embodied. Hence
the experience of moving often to a new home is most felt through the
surprises in sensation: different smells, different sounds as night, more or
less dust. (92)

Accordingly, the migrant undergoes a metamorphosis, a certain break from home and
identity in fixity. And the metamorphosis in the act of leaving makes the migrant
problematize the space. Formerly-fixed, the present space turns out to be erratic,
putting the abode for the migrant at the throes. This kind of change of space is actually
dislocation-displacement, or to put it better, deterritorialization.

In this “strange” space, the lack of reterritorialization for the immigrant results
in the reimagination of home, the reconstruction of it in the imagination of the
immigrant. What she/he finds as exigency is to feel the milieu of the past home, the
ideological sphere. As Keya Ganguly puts it, in terms of reimagining and
reconstructing the past home, “[t]he past requires a more marked salience with subjects
for whom categories of the present have been unusually unstable or unpredictable” due
to the displacement stemming from the immigrant circumstances (qtd in Ahmed 93).

the importance of memory and acts of remembrance are emphasized via migrant
narratives:

The experience of leaving home in migration is hence always about the
failure of memory to fully make sense of the place one comes to inhabit, a
failure which is experienced in the discomfort of inhabiting a migrant
body, a body which feels out of place, which feels uncomfortable in this
place (Ahmed 92)

This failure of memory and remembering can be purported to have an effect on the
migrant who vainly tries to repeat the unrepeatable, concretize the abstract, in an
attempt to reterritorialize. As Susan Stewart claims, it has effects on the migrant whose
nostalgia is the “repetition that mourns the inauthenticity of all repetitions and denies the repetition’s capacity to define identity” (Boym). Yet, the denial of how this kind of repetition impacts her/him does not relieve the “temporal dislocation” derived from the spatial dislocation. Also, it is this denial and the useless efforts that deter the migrant from repudiating that she/he is not in the realm of being as she/he presupposes. Nevertheless, they are in pursuit of reterritorialization, in the process of becoming. Niels Albersten and Bülent Diken present a definition of becoming as “detterritorialization always in search for new connections,” as well as the search for reterritorializations through connections, analogies and so on to create a new home. ²³ (Albersten and Diken 161). A migrant is a deterritorialized person who is in a constant process/in the condition of becoming. For the deterritorialized individual, the home is deterritorialized, too. Therefore, it is safe to put forward that the deterritorialization of home stems from the deterritorialization of time and space.

Appadurai’s diagnosis for this arbitrariness, or in his words, disjunctive and overlapping relationship in the context of migrancy in the age of globalization, is explained with transnational communities and diasporic spheres within those communities. The deterritorialized transnational migrant who is in-between embraces ties both with the host country and country of origin. In a similar vein, according to Abadan-Unat, one of the most important issues here to take note of is that members of a diaspora generally “have organic ties with the main opposition groups in their homelands” ²⁴ (Abadan-Unat 294-295). They have ties with the host country as well. Accordingly, Appadurai summarizes the conditions of the deterritorialized as follows:

As populations become deterritorialized and incompletely nationalized, as nations splinter and recombine, as states face intractable difficulties in the task of producing "the people," transnations²⁵ are the most important social sites in which the crises of patriotism are played out. The results are surely contradictory. Displacement and exile, migration and terror create powerful attachments to ideas of homeland that seem more deeply territorial than ever. (Appadurai 176-177)

²³ “her zaman başka bir şeyle bağlantılı kalmaya çalışan yersizyurtsuzlaşma” (Albersten and Diken 161). My translation.

²⁴ “Bu arada göz önünde bulundurulması gereken en önemli konulardan biri, diasporaların bağlı oldukları anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla ana yurttaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayurttaaki muhalefet gruplarıyla anayur
In the target country, sometimes through diasporic networks, the creation of homelands is made possible. New imaginary homes are produced for “patriotic” ends. Appadurai exemplifies this in his reference to the invention of Khalistan as a homeland for the “deterritorialized Sikh population of England, Canada, and the United States,” which he calls an instance of “the bloody potential” of mediascapes since the creation of homelands involves the postnational imagery and imaginary (38). This is the way the deterritorialized is after a new or nostalgic territoriality. This nostalgia makes up the way to a construction of an imaginary home as a work of imagination.

2.4 Britain and Immigration

2.4.1 An Overview of International Migration to Britain

Immigration to Britain is not a recent phenomenon. London itself was founded by an “invading imperial force” (Perfect 3). In due course, especially starting from the twelfth century, the influx of migrants and refugees has been the case. In that century, Jews started taking refuge in Britain and were in the money-lending business\(^{26}\) (Bloch 22). In the following two centuries, European merchants, the Flemish, the Dutch, the French, the Italian, the Spanish, and the German, were in the ethnic scene in Britain, and however, due to “hostile” politics and treatment they were to go through expulsion for seven years in 1598 (22). In the sixteenth century new minorities came to Britain such as Calvinists from Germany and France as “victims of religious persecution” (22). Moreover, during that time when London was “at the centre of an empire that was only in its infancy,” Africans, “mostly as slaves,” Italian, German and Irish and gypsy travellers were already in Britain (Perfect 3, Bloch 22). Accordingly, it is gathered that “immigrants ‘formed approximately 10 per cent of London’s total population during the early 1570s’ (Luu 2005, p97), with ‘an average of 5600 immigrants arriving annually between 1560 and 1625’ (Luu 2000, p5)” (qtd in Perfect 3). With the cancellation of the 1598 Edict of Nantes in 1685, “more Huguenots fled

\(^{26}\) Yet, it is important to take note of the fact that that they were given a place in society does not mean they did not face discrimination: They were “compelled to wear badges which distinguished them as Jews” (Bloch 22).
to England and the word ‘refugee’ from the French ‘réfugié’ entered” the English language (Bloch 22). In the nineteenth century most of the immigrants that came to Britain were from Europe, with the largest numbers from Ireland, Germany and Russian Poland (24). Another example of a wave of immigration to Britain is that the Jewish population between 1879 and 1914 was 120,000 and it reached 300,000 in 1917 (24). Due to the rise of fascism in Europe there was an increase in the number of political refugees (28). It was followed by the lack of labour in the 40s and the 50s; thus 70,000 to 100,000 Irish workers and families came to England between 1945 and 1951. Along with that, labour migration included those from the Caribbean and South Asia as well as Europeans and Eastern Europeans in lesser numbers (29). In 1948, a seminal phenomenon, the Empire Windrush came to Britain as the newly-decolonized started migrating to London. Consequently, it changed the course of immigration to Britain and the cultural landscape, as it “saw the arrival of the first Caribbean migrants to London, and has rightly been identified as a key moment in the history of multiethnic, multicultural London, in turn, contemporary British history more broadly” (Perfect 2).

Another important point that needs scrutiny is that with the Windrush Generation, the questions of the UK citizenship and Britishness was a question for the 1948 British Nationality Act “ensured an open door policy for migrants from the Commonwealth,” giving a right to citizenship to “anyone who was born within the territories of the crown” (Bloch 31). This paved the way to increase in migration from former colonies. However, the immigration policies were to change in the following period: The Commonwealth Immigration Act of 1962, in practice till 1988, was meant to “curb black immigration among Commonwealth citizens” (33). Furthermore, this epoch witnessed not only labour migration but many people seeking asylum and refugeehood in Britain, in addition to “racialization of immigration controls,” concluded from the restrictive controls of immigration such as “Asylum and Immigration Act,” 1993, “Asylum and Immigration Act,” 1996, “Immigration and Asylum Act,” 1999 (47-48).

27 During that time, post-war London was described by D. H. Lawrence as “the ‘heart of the world’, as collapsing, a ‘vortex of broken passions, lusts, hopes, fears and horrors’” (qtd. in Boehmer 95).
As a result, “37 per cent of Londoners - some three million people - were born in a foreign country” as data from the 2011 census shows (Perfect 4). The number of migrants has been increasingly on the move: “Data shows that more than twice as many migrants arrived in London during the period 2001 to 2011 as did during the period 1991 to 2001” (Perfect 4). The increasing number is not confined to London; in general, the number of migrants from the Commonwealth countries in 1951 was 218000 while in 1991 there were more than three million people (Bloch 38), despite restrictive controls.

As for today’s immigrants, there are still the similar motives of finding better employment and better wages and better standards of living as paychecks in the “Global North” are bigger than those in the “Global South” and economic stability is one key attraction for those from the latter, who also have the dreams of sending remittances (Donato and Massey 15). Access to social mobility is another drive. These reasons were also the case in the past.

On the other hand, in the late twentieth and the first decade of the twenty-first centuries the flows of migration have increased in quantity and there are many reasons for some of which are “international wars, civil wars, the rise in fascism, decolonization, national liberation struggles and the creation of nation states” (Bloch 1). Obviously, they are not moved to earn savings but “to evade threats” from “civil violence, crime, warfare, family violence, natural disasters, political upheavals, and economic catastrophe - events that often produce a stream of out-migrants whose mobility is motivated by fear” (Donato and Massey 15-16). This situation highlights the aporia faced by migrants, refugees and asylees: “If they remain within their home nation, they become internally displaced persons; if they cross an international border, they become refugees or asylees (16).

Still, this impasse has not stopped the movements of illegal immigrants who flee their country due to a conflict, war, famine in order to live on. Besides, asylum and refugeehood and illegal immigration have recently been the subject matter for many target countries, according to Koser, who writes that “the movement of asylum-seekers and refugees and irregular migrants has also become increasingly significant across the industrialized world in the last 20 years or so” (Koser 4). That is why it is not possible to count the numbers of the people having to leave their countries for one
reason or another and being denied the visa and taking the “illegal” path to live on. Being ‘illegal’ or in Koser’s words, ‘irregular,’ almost all the time makes integration impossible for them, keeping them suspended in the line of flight like nomads. They could only seem to integrate into the oedipal-territorial, social and professional life by acting like the white Londoners, e.g., Sikh men being able to find a job only if they did not wear their turbans, exposing the fact that as long as they act in accord with the “superior” culture they are accepted. In other words, it is the case only after they seem readjusted to Britain and reterritorialized.

Concluding from the conditions of migrants, be it a refugee, an asylum-seeker, or a guest worker, we can suggest that the path to deterritorialization includes the loss of home, going to another place, either for work or survival, and it creates –scapes for those people in those categories so that they can find reterritorialization or get lost in search of a home.

In the chapters that follow, this study will focus on Brian Chikwava’s Harare North (2009) and Chris Cleave’s The Other Hand (2008) in the light of theoretical discussion in this chapter. In both novels, the first person illegal immigrant narrators reveal the problematic deterritorialization they experience in their loss of home and identity. In Harare North, written in completely Zimbabwean colloquial English, the issue of identity and home is problematized through the transformation of the unnamed narrator, who comes to Britain from Zimbabwe to earn some money so that he, charged of torture and possibly murder, can bail himself out by bribing the police; however, he ends up losing his sense of home and identity day by day because of the loss of his strong fanatism for Mugabe, once the real-life dictator of Zimbabwe. Unlike other “illegal” immigrants who work and stick to their diasporas with their organic ties with the opposition in the “homelands,” the unnamed narrator, in the end, loses all the grounds with which he initially defines himself: Zimbabwe, the political party he is a member of, Mugabe, who turns out to be demolishing his village and the graveyard the narrator’s mother is buried in. And, in the end he turns into, involuntarily and unconsciously, his friend Shingi, whom he tricks into giving him money and he exploits. There remains no trace of him in the end, nor his home. On the other hand,

---

28 According to Koser, integration is “the process by which immigrants become accepted into society, both as individuals and groups” (25).
in *The Other Hand*, written in “Queen’s English”, in which there are two narrators, one a sixteen-year-old Nigerian “illegal” immigrant, the other a middle-class white British woman living in Surrey. The Nigerian girl has escaped death following her family’s death and has issues of belonging, in terms of both identity and home in that she names herself other than her real name and does not feel any sense of belonging neither to Nigeria nor to Britain. However, during her stay in Britain, she comes to discover her identity, which she reveals later in the novel, and her home different from the flashbacks prevailing throughout the novel. This thesis aims to show, first, how the former unnamed narrator in *Harare North* undergoes absolute deterritorialization in terms of home and identity while Little Bee in *the Other Hand* goes through relative deterritorialization, and, second, how imagination operates for the narrators through – scapes and flashbacks, efforts to remember.
CHAPTER 3

DETTERRITORIALIZATION IN HARARE NORTH

The deterritorialization of identity and the resultant deterritorialization of home in Brian Chikwava’s *Harare North* are a direct consequence of change of space, i.e., migration from Zimbabwe. The aim of this chapter is to discuss the deterritorialization of the first-person narrator’s identity in *Harare North* through the character’s initial self-perception, diasporic relationships, loss of Zimbabwean territorial and oedipal ties and eventually of his own self and identity.

In *Harare North*, the unnamed narrator of 20 comes to the UK so as to find a “graft” and save US$5000 so that he can bribe the police and no longer be charged with the acts of killing and torture he committed against an opposition party supporter when he was a member of a paramilitary group called Green Bombers. Upon his arrival at the Gatwick Airport, he is detained for around 10 days during which he applies for an asylum and released after he says, paradoxically, that he is a member of the opposition group and under threat back in Zimbabwe though he is not granted a legal asylee status. Later, he is met by his cousin Paul’s wife, Sekai, who, the narrator thinks, is assimilated and has lost her Zimbabwean character that is an essential part of the narrator’s identity. During his stay at their home he is explicitly not welcomed and feels disturbed by Sekai’s treatment of him and her oppositional tendencies against Robert Mugabe, the President of Zimbabwe. After a while, he leaves for his old friend Shingi, who lives in a squat in Brixton populated mostly by African immigrants. In the squat there are other immigrants: Aleck, who is the head of the house as he collects the rent and sets the rules, Farayi, who shares a room with Shingi, and Tsitsi, who is a teenage girl and a mother impregnated by Aleck. The narrator moves in to the squat and his life in Brixton turns out to be a failure and disappointment as he cannot find “graft” easily and when he finds one, he cannot work permanently and dismissed. In the meanwhile, he comes to live as a parasite on Shingi, whom he deceives. After the squat is scattered due to tricks the narrator plays on others, he slowly turns mad as he
loses everything that makes up his identity: his passionate belief in Mugabe, his ties with Zimbabwe and Zimbabwean culture, his mother’s burial place, and his own self-perception as he transforms into his friend, Shingi.

The deterritorialization of the narrator’s identity is based on the loss of everything that he thinks makes him who he is. His sense of belonging is shattered and his identity becomes a void; his deterritorialization of identity as a loss of the territory he once is rooted in, which comprises his identity, turns out to be destructive for him. This condition stems from his resistance to change in order not to lose his Zimbabwean origin, his belief in Mugabe and his party-front ZANU-PF. He, therefore, is exposed to absolute deterritorialization in Deleuzeo-Guattarian terms, losing all that is his own with an eventual and radical break from the concept of identity, yet, at the same time, trying to survive through his imagination of would-be events back in Zimbabwe.

The narrator has orthodox views as to his Zimbabwean heritage and political background. In the beginning of the novel, the “Prologue,” which presents the reader with a scene almost from the end of the story, it is clear that he, who has embodied the Mugabeist politics throughout the novel and has caught the flaws in it myriad times, has still not got away from the Mugabeist discourse, and as will be discussed in relation to the quotation below, he feels he does not have any ties to the UK, and, therefore, keeps his distance from it. In this very scene, nearly the end of the narrator’s story and the beginning of the novel, we see him run away from the squat following a delirium due to the fact that everyone has got away from the squat because of the tricks he has played on others cunningly in order to break their power and have the ultimate say in the household. And now he has nowhere to go, nothing to do, walking aimlessly in London:

To the right of the station entrance one newspaper vendor stand beside pile of copies of \textit{Evening Standard}. On the front page of every one of them President Mugabe’s face is folded in two. I can still identify His Excellency. The paper say that Zimbabwe has run out toilet paper. That make me imagine how after many times of bum wiping with the ruthless and patriotic \textit{Herald} newspaper, everyone’s troubled buttock holes get

\footnote{Robert Mugabe was a Zimbabwean politician and revolutionary, and general secretary of ZANU (Zimbabwe African National Union), one of the two nationalist movements in Zimbabwe in the 60s and the leader of it during the 70s. He also led the ZANU-PF (ZANU – Patriotic Front). He acted as the Prime Minister in Zimbabwe between 1980 and 1987, and for the next thirty years, he was the president of the country. Yet, his policies have been subject of criticism: “Mugabe, like many other durable African leaders, has been associated with large-scale violence against opponents, which has contributed to the population's impoverishment” (Kriger 307).}
vex and now turn into likkle red knots. But except for this small complaint from them dark and hairy buttocks, me I don’t see what the whole noise is about. (Chikwava 39)

*Evening Standard*, a medium of the opposition groups in Zimbabwe, which is also distributed in the UK for the diaspora, is compared to the “patriotic” *Herald*, which is “ruthless.” According to the narrator, it is clear that *Evening Standard* is piled up in the UK for the oppositional diaspora whereas *Herald* is the one that works for the people in the narrator’s opinion, which is seemingly not sold in bulk. It suggests how the diaspora is positioned politically in London. The juxtaposition of two politically-different newspapers refers to how the narrator situates himself against the opposition and how strict policies of Mugabe can make people end up in misery. Mugabe is still the narrator’s “His Excellency”; yet, his devotion to Mugabe is treated ironically in the novel as is suggested by the image of his face folded in two. Despite being folded in two, alluding to the political division of Zimbabwe, Mugabe, who for the narrator symbolizes Zimbabwe and home apart from the narrator’s mother, stands out. The narrator implies that in spite of hardships, the “patriotic” finds a solution to problems though the solution may end up hurting some as suggested by the reference to “buttock holes [getting] vex and now [turning] into likkle red knots.” Moreover, that *Evening Standard* is sold in piles in the UK whereas *Herald*, whose propagandist nature of ruthlessness and patriotism is celebrated throughout by the narrator himself, is not creates a reason for the narrator to keep his distance from the Zimbabwean diaspora in London. That is why he identifies the opposition as “noise.” He, therefore, cannot locate himself or reterritorialize in the UK. His resistance to deterritorialization and to criticism of anything Mugabeist prevents him from doing so.

Likewise, his distancing of himself from the UK and political asylees of the oppositon in Zimbabwe is laid bare in his arrival in the UK and his application for asylum: “Me I tell them [immigration officers] I have been harass by them boys in dark glasses because I am youth member of the opposition party” (67). He is aware of how he can trick the immigration officers in order to enter the UK and he makes use of the common ways of acceptance for an asylum. He excuses himself, for he does not say so “trying to shame our government in any way,” however, “if you don’t spin them smooth jazz numbers then immigration people is never going to give you chance to even sniff first step into Queen’s land” (67). Although he used to be one of those “boys
in dark glasses,” he uses the counter argument of those the group targets to deter from criticizing the government. By “[spinning] them smooth jazz numbers,” he manipulates the immigration officers, believing his mind is above them all because he does not think as a “civilian” but as a “military” persona. The animal imagery evoked by “sniffing” here is necessary to take note of in that it refers to hunting animals. The paramilitary group referred to many times, the “Green Bombers,” some of whom call themselves the “jackal-breeds”, is an exemplary part of this imagery and it suggests that the narrator, as a jackal, sees the UK as a prey. This is one of the reasons why he cannot have a sense of belonging to the UK and the Zimbabwean diaspora. He cannot even loosen his ties embedded in his every mode of thinking and acting. The Zimbabwean paramilitary tied to Mugabe defines his identity.

Drawing on Achille Mbembe’s views on “the postcolony,” Pucherová states the postcolony denies personhood to its subjects through state ideology of normative identities and censorship on expressions of individuality. In addition, it oppresses its citizens by creating a permanent atmosphere of fear, improvisation, discontinuity, surreality, absurdity and simulacra: “The postcolony is characterized by a distinctive style of political improvisation, by a tendency to excess and lack of proportion, as well as by distinctive ways identities are multiplied, transformed, and put into circulation (102). (Pucherová 160)

From what the narrator asserts about his intellect and knowledge of history and politics can it be inferred that, similar to Mbembe’s approach, he turns himself into a character living at the extremes who resonates with the politics of Mugabe as a dictator. The hyperbolic and unproportional aspects in the making of the unnamed narrator are indeed reminiscent of the former colonial politics now mimicked by the post-colonial subjects and states. Therefore, it is also declareable that post-colonial characters and societies have been deterritorialized as a consequence of the colonial politics; however, the deterritorialized may reterritorialize by sticking to the invented normativity, by transforming into a state of unclarity, hypocrisy, conflict, contradiction and inconsistency according to Mbembe. The reterritorialization turns out to be a norm, creating a strict sense of identity and home. However, double-deterritorialized and transnational individuals go beyond that idealized identity created in the postcolony and see through what Appadurai calls “scapes,” not abiding by, in Anderson’s idiom, cenotaphs or “ghostly national imaginings” (Anderson 9, original
emphasis). They, in a sense, attack the cartographical sense of identity congegated into maps, which are “ultimately an ‘archetype of representation’ (Massey 106)” (qtd in Upstone 6). The deteritorialized, in both Deleuzeo-Guattarian and Appadurai’s sense, create a radically transformed perception of home and identity that transcends the Oedipus and the idea of nation-state. The postcolony, in other words, may not get away from the colonial understanding in terms of space-oriented identity, and its absolutism becomes the very means of its corruption as well as the fact that the unproportional rule acts in such a way as to create new imaginary landscapes that are multiplied or transformed with every act. And given that the narrator acts as a citizen of what Mbembe calls the “postcolony,” he is at both extremes of the spectrum of arrogance and fragility, and resistance to change and transformation: “[D]espite his seeming arrogance and confidence, the narrator is really just a naive man who fails to negotiate the insecurities of life in the Diaspora,” claims Yuleth Chigwedere and adds, “[b]eneath the masculine exterior lies a mis-educated young man of 20 who feels extremely disoriented in the diasporic space that has now become his existential reality” (Chigwedere 175). While performing the normative Zimbabwean and Mugabeist paramilitary identity, the narrator neither belongs to the past nor to the present, therefore ending up in the reproduction of identity as the same ideological apparatus as a shelter.

Similarly, due to his inability to deteritorialize his Green Bomber and jackal-breed identity, which makes the narrator untransnationalizable, he resorts to his memory and imagination. He is not far from change, he asserts, but still does not accept change in the UK: “[c]hange of life sometimes feel sweet and can give new ginger to your life,” he says, “but sometimes you have to resist it even if you are not favourite pet in the house” (Chikwava 241). He, through the metaphor of “pet,” defines himself apart from the UK which stands for the “house.” Upon this statement he continues: “Me I know sweet change; I have the same feeling before I join them boys of the jackal breed, the Green Bombers. Those days, nothing is moving in my life because I have just come out of prison” (241). When he has nothing, the paramilitary group changes his life and identity, and whenever he feels isolated from the British society and the diaspora, he immediately brings up his past memories. He is aware of the harsh
conditions of the life back in Zimbabwe, which is not quite promising, and shows how he invents his identity with the help of the youth movement of the ZANU-PF party:

If you is back home leading rubbish life and ZANU–PF party offer you job in they youth movement to give you chance to change your life and put big purpose in your life, you don’t just sniff at it and walk away when no one else want to give you graft in the country even if you is prepared to become tea boy. Me I know what I have to do when the boys come to take me in they van: the people’s shoes, broken belts and all that kind of stuff, I toss them out onto pavement, give my stall one kick and it fall over easy. That’s it! Me I jump onto the van as it speed off. I’m free. That’s how new beginnings start. My life have found big and proper purpose. (241)

Participating in the group, he feels free because he does not have any responsibility for anyone but the “big and proper purpose.” This purpose for him is a defining feature of his life, even in the UK. The change is acceptable, he implies, as long as it is for such a purpose. However, the new beginning inflicted by his advent in the UK does not resemble the abovementioned one in that it has no grand and glorious cause that signifies a raison d’être, and therefore is not welcomed by the narrator. The juxtaposition here serves as the two-folded story of his identity: The naming of London as Harare North actually echoes this two-foldedness in that the narrator is split between Harare, Zimbabwe’s capital city, and the other Harare that is in the North, the former being one to which he belongs while the latter represents the opposition the narrator despises. Because of this distinction and similarity the narrator resists change. It is just Harare for him but in the North. He does not see a change necessary. On the contrary, if Harare as the capital city of Zimbabwe is taken as the “authentic” Zimbabwe with Mugabe as the “patriotic” and “ruthless” head, the diasporic Harare North becomes the “noisy” opposition, for the narrator. It thus makes any change for the narrator a case to be averted.

The narrator’s alienation from the diaspora and the transnational community is also exposed when he stays with his cousin and his cousin’s wife, Sekai: “I turn twenty-two years that day but me I don’t tell Paul or Sekai because I know this is wrong place to celebrate birthday. So I go to bed early that evening” (191). That Harare North is a wrong place to celebrate his birthday shows that he does not feel a sense of belonging to London and thus cannot sense a room for sincerity. Again, he resorts to imagination and has a dream in which he sees his mother:
His mother is already deceased; nonetheless, the narrator has not had an umbiyuso, a funeral ceremony, conducted for his mother. With this in his mind, the narrator over time becomes obsessed with this lack of “proper burial” for his mother because he believes she still is not accepted into earth. The constantly recurring image of his mother in his imagination illustrates that she represents a certain guide for the narrator and part of his identity. As a result, he feels the urge to “sweep” his house and mind against the deterritorializing effects of living abroad as an immigrant. On the other hand, he has no one to talk to sincerely because he believes no one will understand him as he thinks he is superior to them and different from all others who live in Harare North and have long forgotten their Zimbabwean origin. This results in solitude for him and he imagines, in his dream, the would-be conversation of his dead mother with her friends as follows: “She dig out the rest of them photos of me in Harare North – me I am feeding them pigeons in this big city. Mother go into show-off style, telling friends yea he is my son that one.” Them other women look them photographs; they tea go cold. ‘He’s my son that one,’” (216). He sticks to imagination to survive in London because he has no one like himself. However, other women immediately intervene in the “show-off style,” reminding the narrator of Zimbabwe: Mother continue, but MaKhumalo complain that why am I feeding them pigeons in Harare North when people here is near starving? They talk talk talk like usual until the air crowd up with they voices and me I can’t hear nothing now” (216, italics in the original). Now, again, the other part of his orthodox identity is laid bare in this scene and shows signals of deterritorialization in itself as he comes to loosen his sense of belonging only to one place. His imagination, the house, the conversation, his identity are two-folded in his dream too, like Zimbabwe. However, no matter how hard he tries, the narrator comes to feel detached from them: “There is them other sounds in air. Crows. Cries. Over the room me I am like ghost.” Being like a ghost, he is neither
there nor here (216). That “[k]nitting pins drop and go clink on cold concrete floor, Tanganda Tea spill everywhere” foreshadows that everything is falling apart both in the UK for him and in Zimbabwe (216), as well shown in the use of tenses in the narrator’s bastardisation of English that shatters every grammar rule and is a sign of how his identity is coming apart like spilling of tea. He wakes up in the morning under the influence of the dream and thinks of his mother and the umbiyuso: “You die and your spirit go into wilderness. One year later, your family have to do umbuyiso ceremony to bring your spirit back home so it can leave with other ancestor spirits” (229). Though he thinks he is very cunning and a jackal smarter than civilian people, portraying himself as a rational one, he is also superstitious. He believes that so long as they do not perform the umbiyuso, his mother will not rest in peace and will stroll in the wild. Since his mother, who is part of what ties and territorializes the narrator to Zimbabwe, is not tied to earth and is now graveless and not in the world of the dead, he needs to restore the deterritorialization of his mother’s soul and hence the deterritorialization of his own identity. Moreover, he repeatedly utters that he did not want to be in the UK, “this funny place,” but had to (229):

US$5,000 – US$1,000 for my uncle because that’s what I owe him for my plane ticket here, and US$4,000 to sweet that pack of them hyenas that chase me around Zimbabwe wanting to catch me until I have to run away here because I don’t have the money that they want so they can make my troubles go away. (254)

Apart from the corrupt police, called “pack of hyenas,” the narrator mentions the news of the Mugabe government’s activities: “And then me I hear that people in the village where Mother is buried will be moved somewhere because government want to take over the area since emeralds have now been discovered there” (229). Yet, he does not even think about it. He just mentions that villages will be evacuated, and graves removed; yet, he does not believe that Mugabe can perform such atrocities. He does not lose his confidence in Mugabe and his “Excellency,” which ties the narrator to the Zimbabwe soil.

He does not lose his trust in the paramilitary in Zimbabwe, either, because the gang is what he identifies himself with and what gives him an identity and confidence. In the act of torture and killing of an opposition party member, he is chosen the head of the gang to perform “forgiveness,” i.e., the torture and killing act. This gives him
an identity because Comrade Mhripiri, whom the narrator admires, tells him that because he knows “heaps of history,” he should lead the jackals (279). He gives an account of the event as follows:

This opposition party supporter, he have been arrest on account of he is one of them people that attack our party’s supporters who have invade white man’s farm. When we get to them tall trees we only ask him why they attack the sons and daughters of the soil, but the traitor say the soil belong to the white man and that our brothers and sisters is invaders. Me I give him one small lesson in history of Zimbabwe – how in the 1890s them British fat stomachs grab our land, pegging farms by riding horse until it drop dead; that just mark only one side of the farm boundary and that’s where the corner peg go. But even after this, the traitor, who have been farm labour supervisor all his life and now have barrel stomach that is so taut any blunt old instrument can punch through it easy if that become necessary, he is still saying that the farmer buy the land. How do you say you buy land that was never sold by no one in the first place unless you like buying things that have been thief from someone? (279)

According to this narration of events, the narrator embodies an anti-colonial stance and echoes the real-life Mugabe who, upon the seizure of farmlands from White owners by force, says that it is their land and it is the white people that “occupied the land illegally [. . .] seized the land from our people” and are “[c]itizens by colonization, seizing land from the original people, indigenous people of the country,” therefore, “historically have a debt,” and removing them “has to do with national sovereignty,” because “[t]hat Zimbabwe belongs to the Zimbabwean people” (Robert Mugabe in his interview with Christiane Amanpour30). The seizure of the farmlands is present in the novel, as well, though there is no direct quotation from Mugabe himself. He is seen as a cruel dictator by the diaspora whereas the narrator looks up to him and never accepts the fact that Mugabe might be making mistakes in his policies. The narrator admires Mugabe as a paternal figure whose policies affect the narrator, shattering his sense of identity and home though every one else in the diaspora hates him. He puts his absolute confidence in Mugabe while Mugabe’s every political and social move make his self crumble into pieces, i.e., the demolishing of his mother’s village and grave, which is part of the territory for the narrator’s home and identity, to which he responds through denial because Mugabe is part of his self and therefore

cannot go beyond him. That comprises one of the common conflicts amongst the
diasporic characters. It is not far-fetched at this point to claim that the narrator, through
“heaps of history,” justifies himself for his acts against a supporter of the opposition
party. He in this respect is an embodiment of Mugabeist ideas and acts in accordance
with his politics. He cannot get away from these ideas, which makes it harder for him
to adapt to the life in the UK. Also, the reference to the “British fat stomachs”
summarizes how he conceives the British and the UK as exploiters, imperialists,
thieves, and murderers. That is why he tries hard not to assimilate there, losing his
Zimbabwean past intertwined with himself. He thus mimics Mugabe whereas the
Mugabe government, as a reflex of the postcolony, mimics the colonial governmental
logic. Again, the narrator’s ideological distance stems from the historical background
of his country while he is away from Zimbabwe, ironically, because of political
reasons, which makes it the case that his identity is folded in two, resonating with
Mugabe, Zimbabwe, the UK, his imagination and his reality. Upon this issue, he
accentuates the importance of belief that glues him to Mugabe:

Mother’s village area is now going to be take over by mining company
that belong to commander of armed forces and villagers that don’t want
to move have been telled that the army and Green Bombers is coming
to move them. That’s what I read yesterday at Internet cafe. But that is
all propaganda because this story is in the Zimbabwe Independent, the
newspaper that never like our government. What you believe is your
best weapon, I know. (Chikwava 1153)

According to what he reads in the internet cafe, his mother’s village is going to be
appropriated but the narrator does not believe in anything anti-Mugabeist.
Consequently, he considers the news as “propaganda” against the goverment by a
newspaper that “never like[s]” it. His territory, Zimbabwe, is made up of Mugabe as a
paternal figure and his mother; and the divorce between the two figures will tear the
narrator apart. Due to this, he does not want to lose his faith in Mugabe.

Like Mugabe, the narrator utters highly confident and even assertive sentences.
His arrogance stems from his uncritical way of understanding the world through a
Mugabeist lens and essentialist view of identity:

When the past always tower over you like a mother of children of
darkness, all you can do is hide under she skirt. There you see them
years hanging in great big folds of skin and when you pop your head
out of under the skirt you don’t tell no one what you have see because
that is where you come from. You tell them and people will treat you funny. Especially civilian people. You don’t tell no one about the past or you frighten them. Me I don’t say even one word about the past to anyone inside our house. (963-975)

He sticks to his past while keeping it a secret from others. His essentialist viewpoint is clear when he differentiates himself from the diasporic others on the grounds that he is not a civilian but a military person, unlike others who live in the squat. As he does not want to face criticism, he does not reveal his “authentic” identity of a Mugabeist Green Bomber. He locates himself apart from the members of the squat and his cousin, Paul, and Sekai because they are losing their Zimbabwean spirits.

As discussed earlier, the narrator’s essentialist approach to the notion of identity has an impact in his relationship with other immigrants in the UK. In the narration, he first differentiates himself from other Zimbabwean immigrants, claiming that he is not a “civilian” person. Added to that, because of their “civilian” perceptions, others come to appear as “lapsed Africans” while he himself stays an “original native.” It can be discussed in two instances mainly: his relationship with those who live in the squat and his perception of Sekai.

The narrator thinks he knows everything and has power on everyone else, personifying himself as Mugabe. He gives the reader an account of the life in the squat and one of the first instances of how he separates himself from others in the house is when the narrator depicts Tsitsi, who is confined to either the kitchen or her room and who “rents” her baby to asylum applicants in order that they can easily get their applications approved:

Tsitsi start singing as she wash them dishes. She always sing them songs that she have carry from she rural hills where them women sing while carrying they buckets of water from borehole. But some days she sing them real ignorant songs by villagers that have never even peep inside classroom window. (722)

In contrast to the narrator who does not cheer on anything, Tsitsi, despite the hardships she has undergone, maintains a hopeful approach to life. While she reminds the narrator of the rural Zimbabwe, some songs Tsitsi sings are “ignorant” according to the narrator. The reference to the “classroom window” is of significance as well in that it implies the villagers have not been exposed to the Mugabeist education and codification. He both distinguishes himself from the rural and “ignorant”
Zimbabweans and attributes his identity to Mugabeist discourse as a “genuine” Zimbabwean now that, he supposes, he has learnt “heaps of history” and transcended ignorance via the Mugabeist teaching and Green Bomber training. His overtly confident utterances throughout the novel, asserting himself as an omniscient character, contradict the fact that whatever he does and believes in turns out to be wrong, which the implied author portrays as the naivety of the narrator. The narrator believes he is in control of everything while he cannot even control himself in the end, cannot even be himself, which makes the situation the narrator is in ironic.

As for his emphasis on being not a civilian, the narrator through his understanding of principles and discipline always represses himself so as not to display a lack of them:

She is now sitting in funny cross-legged way on bed, with she pointy breasts jumping out at me and she have no idea that this kind of sitting can give people funny ideas. But it don’t do nothing to me because me I am not civilian person but military person. Tsitsi, she is just rural mother. She is also just one small child. I don’t need to worry about Tsitsi. Me I am not civilian. (759)

In the quotation above, the narrator, sexually aroused, tries to suppress it by reminding himself of his “military” personality so that he can distantiate himself from Tsitsi, looking down on her by portraying her as “just rural mother,” and “just one small child.” His military, principled, and disciplined persona is not a coincidence. As Mbembe puts forward, “If the colony was focused on making the citizens more productive, the postcolony is intent on disciplining their bodies” (Mbembe 114), which makes it easier to understand the narrator’s identity as a docile body of the Mugabe government, in Mbembe’s words. Therefore, it is not wrong to propound that his identity is part of a network of codification of the Oedipus. However, he cannot get away from the ideological state apparatus of Zimbabwe and the Mugabe government, which restricts his potential to be a transnational individual via migration and to look back at Zimbabwe from the margins. He unnaturally resists any change of behaviour in his approach to himself and the Zimbabwean diaspora. Therefore, he ends up denying the transformation he is going through. Moreover, the rhizomic nature of home and identity, in Deleuzean terms, is refused by the narrator, who sticks to the trunk of the tree of Zimbabwe and Mugabe. It also leads him to restrict his imagination, which is an essential part of Appadurai’s approach, to see through the migrant politics.
now that he can only imagine Zimbabwe, his mother and his military persona. He feels the urge to avoid mediascapes of the diaspora, as in the case of the *Evening Standard*; ethnoscapes, clear in his calling other diasporic Zimbabweans as “lapsed;” financescapes visible in his unwillingness to participate in paying the rent as a common necessity; technoscapes when he comes to the point of breaking Shingi’s phone so as not to talk to Shingi’s uncle and cousin, and partly ideoscapes as he exerts that he only embodies the Mugabeist ideology, clear in his resistance to the opposition. Consequently, he treats his imagination and the transnational identities of the Zimbabweans in London in a regimental way whereas they are the things that could deterриториalize him in the sense of liberation, rather than the absolute deterritorialization which destines him to self-destruction.

The issue of being principled unlike others that are civilian and thus unprincipled is raised in the novel many times. The narrator’s principles determine the quality of jobs in Britain too. An exemplary point in the novel is the job of BBC, “British Buttock Cleaners.” The narrator, though in the end he comes to imagine himself to be a Shingi Buttock Cleaner with the hope that Shingi will wake up from the coma, finds this job unacceptable as he thinks it is a degrading job. Aleck, who acts as the head of the squat, tells others that he is a shop manager; however, the narrator finds out he is a BBC.

‘BBC GRAFT FOR £8 per hour. Immediate start, and it’s in Croydon.’ That’s what Aleck tell us. He is trying hard to head us in BBC direction and Shingi is drooling now. ‘The fly that land on dollop of poo is the lucky one,’ I tell Aleck. ‘The one that land on honey is in big trouble. That’s the tricky thing about living in Harare North. But some of us, we have to ask the question: you want to do something – what is better, to try doing it your own way and risk finding small success, or to do it in undignified pooful way and find big success?’ Both Shingi and Aleck get the score quick and stop all this BBC talk. Me I am principled man. (837)

Aleck in this passage advises the narrator and Shingi to find a BBC job. He tells them to do so because he cares about the rent he collects. Though this job pays more than any work they can possibly find, the narrator defines it “undignified,” and it is understood from the image of the fly that he finds the work parasitic. This is part of his nature and identity as a “principled man.” The masculine tone of the narrator is staged here in this scene again in that “in the homeland, this kind of care work is
usually associated with women and considered quite degrading and emasculating” (Chigwedere 173). Therefore, as Chigwedere asserts, Aleck “is an example of the unfortunate paradox of migration to the UK because although the move signified status, the subjection to ‘dirty, demeaning, feminized works’ (McGregor 179) causes such men to be caricatured by those back home as the BBC in language is indicative of loss of status and abjection” (Chigwedere 173). For the narrator, working as a BBC is a proof of lack of self-respect and principles. Also, the use of BBC, an acronym for the British Broadcasting Corporation is an indication of how life in Britain for immigrants is since it is a prestigious institution while for immigrants it is a job for those at the bottom, a degrading and unprincipled one. Similarly, at a point in the novel when there is not much to eat and the narrator and Shingi do not have money to buy food, “[w]hen Aleck is gone, Shingi say I can have the last piece of his meat on his plate. But me I don’t eat no leftovers. I’m principled man” (Chikwava 1039). Yet, he, paradoxically and hypocritically, confesses that while others work, he stays at home to eat what they have bought: “You know that kind of madness that is always inside them rural people. I don’t want no one to start saying that I only stay inside the house so I can hit they food while they is doing graft. Me I am principled man” (759). Though he is a “principled man,” he acts parasitically. Again, it illustrates that even though the territorialized and oedipalized discourse is imagined to be built upon principles, it has its flaws. As Mbembe indicates upon the issue of the postcolony, the postcolonial Oedipus first resists the colonial, then mimics it, and turns into a harsher form of government, thus ending up in hypocrisy, violence, hubris. The transnational subject, on the other hand, would undergo the deterritorializing effects of migration during which she or he experiences a break from the idea of an essentialist identity and home. It is what makes it significant that unless deterritorialized, one cannot see oneself. In that sense, it can be claimed that deterritorialization operates in a way that changes the very being of the rhizomic nature of the subject. Being a so-called “principled man,” the narrator cannot see himself from the margin as the territory sets itself in the centre. In other words, he cannot look back to Zimbabwe in a critical way, and he even brings
Zimbabwe in his embodiment of Mugabe to London, which is referred to Harare North.  

The rigid segmentarity of his sense of identity and perception of home causes his distantiation of himself from the Zimbabwean diaspora. The more he observes them, the further he gets away from them since they do not act as “natives,” thus losing their “genuine” identity. His positioning of himself as the “original native” while others are “lapsed Africans,” reveals itself soon after his arrival in the UK. He shows his disapproval when Sekai does not welcome her husband’s cousin and makes the narrator pay for his own ticket and always warns him against acting as an ignorant and traditional Zimbabwean unaware of English ways, and his diapproval becomes part of his resistance to the deterritorialization of his identity. On the other hand, later on in the novel, when he sees her having an extramarital affair, his to-the-bone honest and principled identity in theory turns out to be hypocritical. Likewise, this in-betweenness affects his reactions; although he represses himself all the time as a “military” person in an effort not to act like a “civilian” one, he has his own ruptures from time to time: 

Today I have to cry. Today I cry for everything that have happen and everything that have not happen. Today I cry to Mother. I don’t know how to cry for she when she leave, Mother. Today I cry because the river of pain have run through our hut sweeping everything with it. (1052)

He comes to accept that he has sentiments, too. However, he immediately changes the subject and starts talking about something else. He has his own regrets, pains, upsetting experiences he cannot forget. On the other hand, the identity given to him by the Mugabe politics as a patriotic and endlessly “altruistic” person for the Zimbabwean people keeps him subject to the Oedipus of Zimbabwe, i.e., Mugabe. It spares him the responsibility for himself, for his friends and for his family at the same time. That is why he acts like a Narodnik while trying to save himself. What is more, his clinging on to his believes and confidence does not let him turn to deterritorialization as a line of flight, which keeps him suspended on the past and makes him unable to generate

---

31 Harare North is used by Zimbabwean immigrants to refer to London. It is “a reference to the number of Zimbabwean immigrants who have chosen or been obliged to settle in the city. Johannesburg is Harare South” (Fornia). For more information about this use, see: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/apr/25/brian-chikwava-petina-gappah, https://www.litnet.co.za/african-library-harare-north-by-brian-chikwava/, https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/reviews/harare-north-by-brian-chikwava-1673186.html
any other ideas. The deterritorialization of identity in *Harare North* therefore ends up in the void of identity for the narrator.

The narrator slowly goes mad in a mode of self-destruction. He explains his potence through a comparison between hair and pubic hair echoing the contrast between how he sees himself and how he actually is, between how he perceives Mugabe and Zimbabwe and what they are like in fact, which is another example of the motif of two-foldedness in the novel:

Pubic hair is like your future; you have to find out by yourself what colour it become when time has move on. That is true if you are civilian person. But me I am not civilian person. I know how things is going to turn out. I have already pick my second wages. I know the future; I know what the colour of my pubic hair will be tomorrow. (1140)

He takes everything into consideration via his territorialized rigid segmentarity, with a deterministic view of his future. However, as the squat falls apart, he cannot control anything. Moreover, he comes to lose everything and everyone. First his mother’s grave is demolished due to the reforming acts of Mugabe, and Shingi asks him his opinion upon this issue. As a to-the-bone Mugabeist, he cannot explain how the Mugabe government destroys what he keeps as sacred and part of his identity, his mother’s grave as part of an operation: “Th . . . this p . . . principled . . . m . . . man style will stop you getting back home. But anyway I don’t understand why y . . . you w . . . want to go back to Zim if y . . . your mother’s village is going to be t . . . take over?” Shingi say. Me I have nothing to say” (1944). Because they demolish the narrator’s mother’s grave, which keeps the narrator tied to Zimbabwe, Shingi cannot understand why he still insists on going back instead of staying in the UK and trying to start a better life for himself. Hence, the narrator comes to lose his confidence in Mugabe for confirming the opposition’s claims. Likewise, he learns that the Green Bombers are no more as they all flee Zimbabwe. The government first uses the paramilitary and then starts imprisoning them for their illegal activities contradictorily, though the narrator still does not believe in any such activities the Mugabe government can be involved in. For the violence and inconsistencies taking place he blames the police force, which is full of “traitors.” Another crack in the wall of his identity takes place when he realizes that a weird person hanging out in the park in Brixton called the Master of Fox Hounds, aka MFH, is Comrade Mhripiri, once the head of the
paramilitary groups and the leader at the training camp. “Mhiripiri represented a father-figure to the narrator and stood as an icon of patriotism. When he discovers that Comrade Mhiripiri had deceived him and lied about the bribe required, the narrator feels betrayed” (Chigwedere 174). As Chigwedere puts forward, that Comrade Mhiripiri has also escaped what the narrator has been tied to with admiration causes his identity to crack because he is losing his strictly-territorialized sense of belonging, and because he comes to London, encouraged and assured by his Comrade, the reason for his being in London becomes null.

Towards the end of the novel, the narrator comes to take on the role of Shingi, sending money to his relatives and using his ID card to look for “graft.” The narrator, who likens the shape of the house to the head of Shingi, now acts as Shingi and actually embodies Shingi while also inhabiting the house. Even when he looks at a pond in the end, the reflection in the water is that of Shingi. This unstability of identity implies the deterritorializing effects of migration and a rupture in identity. The house signifies the narrator’s head as he acts as Shingi now. However, he deterritorializes the house and figuratively the head of Shingi by destroying it. He, obsessed with a mouse in the kitchen for a long time, at the end, tries to find and kill it in an outrage of insanity:

```
Midnight. I throw myself into this graft. I start to rip them kitchen-floor skirting out with claw hammer. Then the floorboards; they pile up in the hallway. One floorboard out; I see them dusty and PVC pipes. Another floorboard, another pile of rat kaka, but no rat. Another litre of Coca-Cola I drink in thirty seconds. I start to apply myself flat out on my graft. Then the diarrhoea, it come again. Even my hair now feel like cat’s hair but me I know life is not fair; I don’t worry; I am hard.
```

(Chikwava 2758-2769)

The repeatedly-mentioned “graft” has many different resonances and images here. First, when he looks for “graft,” he refers to illegal gain because he is an illegal immigrant in the UK. In addition, the word has a meaning of uniting plants to create a graft as is used in horticulture. Moreover, it means surgical implantation of tissues as well as uniting and joining. In the illegal working atmosphere in the squat, the narrator by trying to pull everything together through “this graft” actually demolishes everything. It reminds the reader of the fact that the narrator comes to London to preserve what he has had, but ends up losing all that is his own. The deterritorialization in both the Deleuzean-Guattarian sense and in Appadurai’s approach can be
considered to be a graft, an amorphous, heterogenetic whole. Yet, as is discussed in this chapter, the narrator’s deterritorialization paradoxically refers to self-destruction while it is expected to turn into a “graft.” In a similar vein, trying to save his identity but losing it at the same time, the narrator destroys Shingi’s head as well, the only reminder of his Zimbabwean past in the UK and destroys his imagination as the power of the deterritorialized. Consequently, he destroys his own identity. He packs everything in the house and everything as to his identity and gets away from there without knowing what to do next. He attends a London tour and leaves for an improbable—where now that he has no one and no where. He does not show any consistent behaviour as we see it better that his identity is falling apart and the narrator begins to talk of himself in the second person:

Even me – there is my double image reflected on the wet tarmac [. . .] Shingi’s trousers is missing now, I am only in his underpants. Right in front of my feeties there is puddle of water that has form from the rain and street lamp is shining into it. I look down into puddle; the crack that is screaming out of corner of my glasses’ left lens in all directions make things unclear; I can see Shingi looking straight back. My stump finger now feel cold and sore from carrying suitcase. I shake my head and Shingi shake his head until I start to feel dizzy. Why he want to shake me out of his head like so, me I don’t know. (2885)

The “double image” is again a significant point here now that his identity is torn apart between Harare and Harare North, himself and Shingi, his mother and Mugabe, Zimbabwe and the UK, the civilians and the military. He reflects both sides of the story while losing them all:

You don’t know when or from which direction the rock of truth will come tearing through the air to smash your head and bring everything to one final end. Half naked, you turn left into Electric Avenue and walk. You start to hear in tongues; it feel like Shingi is on his way back to life. You can tell, you know it; Shingi is now coming back. Already there’s struggle over your feeties; you are telling right foot to go in one direction and he is telling left foot to go in another direction. You tell the right foot to go in one direction and he is being traitor shoe-doctor and tell left foot to go in another direction.

He loses all his believes and trust in anything and now cannot know what to do, where to go; he cannot associate anything with anything else; his in-betweenness is underlined in his being half naked, neither fully dressed nor fully naked. He does not know how to act anymore and has no control as he explicitly indicates earlier in the
novel: “Everything falling apart. I don’t know how to fix this” (2734). And running across a street, his suitcase opens up with everything in it flying around and away from him. He checks the suitcase again just to see what has just happened. His identity he has packed in it is completely lost. Shingi, his mother, Mugabe, Zimbabwe are all gone:

This identity splitting at the very conclusion of the novel shows that the protagonist’s ludic engagement with multiple identities turns against himself as he no longer knows who he is, losing any touch with reality [. . .] He thus symbolically returns to his initially vacant identity [. . .] The scene confirms the nothingness at the centre of his identity. (Pucherová 166)

Just as Pucherová asserts about the ending of the novel, the deterritorialization of the narrator’s identity turns out to be a destructive one for him who belongs nowhere and has no territorialized identity. This kind of deterritorialization of identity is obvious as we never learn even the narrator’s name as it becomes a void. Just as stated by Comrade MFH, “Zimbabwe was a state of mind, not a country,” his identity embedded in the notion of home embodying Zimbabwe is deterritorialized. This deterritorialization takes place as a self-destruction since he cannot get rid of the aforementioned normative state of mind. That is how his deterritorialization of identity and home ends up in a destructive sense of loss, as he fails to deterritorialize himself by revising his views and senses of home and identity, but sticks to everything Zimbabwean that he is taught to construct in his mind and imagination. Out of the narrator is nothing left.

“[M]igrancy and exile; as Edward Said points out, involves a ‘discontinuous state of being,’ a form of picking a quarrel with where you come from” claims Iain Chambers (2). As quoted by Chambers, the very phrase of the “discontinuous state of being” refers to the deterritorialization of the migrant in that she or he is subject to transmutation, undergoing a detour from the Oedipus. The itinerary is imagination, and through the migrant or diasporic networks, collectively and individually at the same time, the deterritorialized is always on the move, peregrinating away from the oedipal constellations, therefore is contentious.

However, the narrator in Harare North comes up against these perceptions of the deterritorialized identity through his resistance to change by means of his formerly acquired rigid segmentarity. On the horizon of deterritorialization of identity and home
does he stay perpendicular. In between principles and blithe actions, he only resorts to the topology of the oedipal nature of the Mugabe government and the image of her mother instead of moving to the margins, ignoring any thing transnational and thus the rhizomic nature of the local and transnational communities. That is why he averts the –scapes of the diaspora, and while paying efforts to possess everything, he loses every thing that is his own. With nothing to be imagined, that is, his mother’s grave that helps him territorialize himself in Zimbabwe and the Mugabe government, whose arcana imperii the narrator avoids seeing, the narrator loses his identity, his home, his belief, his principles. He is deterritorialized absolutely to the point of self-destruction.
CHAPTER 4

DE Territorialization in The Other Hand

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the deterritorialization of identity and home in Chris Cleave’s The Other Hand, published as Little Bee in the U.S. It will be argued that in contrast to the deterritorialization in the case of the unnamed narrator in Harare North, in The Other Hand, which can be considered a coming-of-age novel, deterritorialization is not experienced as a destruction of selfhood. The narrator Little Bee’s deterritorialization of identity reflects how she can position herself in relation to Nigeria and the UK, echoing Appadurai’s and Deleuze and Guattari’s approach to deterritorialization as a radical break from an essentialist identity. She embodies a transnational identity, belonging to both the UK and Nigeria while not being embedded in either. There are two narrators, Little Bee, a Nigerian teenage refugee girl, and Sarah O’Rourke, an editor-in-chief of a women’s magazine, yet this study focuses on the former’s deterritorialized identity and home: Deterritorialization in her identity and home mainly takes place through her transition from childhood to young adulthood in the detention centre, her crosscultural transition from Nigeria to the UK, and her acquisition of English as a means of survival while forgetting her Nigerian English.

Little Bee escapes the probability of a brutal death and rape in Nigeria by hiding on a ship to go to England. Upon her arrival, she is arrested and detained for two years. After being released with other refugee women accidentally, she goes to Andrew and Sarah O’Rourke’s house in Surrey. As the story unfolds, it becomes clear that their acquaintance is a result of one catastrophic event that took place when Sarah and Andrew were on holiday in Nigeria two years earlier. Whilst walking on the beach, the couple see two girls, Little Bee and Nkiruka, running from the woods, chased by armed men who work for oil companies and have destroyed the girls’ village and killed everyone in order not to let their atrocities be known. The couple want to protect the girls and the leader of the band wants Andrew and Sarah to cut one finger in exchange for the girls’ lives. Whereas Andrew hesitates at first and eventually cannot do it to
save Nkiruka, Little Bee’s elder sister, Sarah immediately cuts her middle finger with a machete. However, girls are taken away and Nkiruka is brutally raped and killed by those men from whom Little Bee is able to escape later on. When Little Bee goes to the couple’s house, Andrew, who has been in a deep depression since that day on the beach in Nigeria, thinks he feels delusional and hallucinating and cannot bear the remorse over his lack of courage to save the girls and hangs himself. After the funeral, Little Bee shows up and starts living with Sarah and Charlie, her son, in their house occasionally visited by Sarah’s lover, Lawrence, who works for the Home Office, until she is deported from the UK back to Nigeria, where she in the end reveals her real name, Udo, meaning peace, and peacefully gets rid of her horror and cries with joy even when taken away by soldiers. It is because she has deterritorialized her identity and home and now can see everything globally as she crosses boundaries and sees all human beings as equal and a member of global community and transnationally since she does not have a sense of essentialist identity and has ties and a sense of belonging that go beyond the national.

In the beginning of the novel, Little Bee exclaims that she would prefer to be a British pound coin over being an African girl so that she could be welcomed everywhere and would not have to see unpleased faces that see her coming. She begins her narrative with a striking wish:

Most days I wish I was a British pound coin instead of an African girl. Everyone would be pleased to see me coming [. . .] A pound coin can go wherever it thinks it will be safest. It can cross deserts and oceans and leave the sound of gunfire and the bitter smell of burning thatch behind. When it feels warm and secure it will turn around and smile at you. (Cleave 24)

The comparison between an African girl and a British pound coin shows that in the globalized world where money can “cross deserts and oceans” and still assert its presence, an African girl is not so lucky as a coin. The reference to global economy and where the African is positioned indicates how the refugees, who are not welcomed in Britain, are perceived. Little Bee expresses her own conditions continuing this juxtaposition: “Of course a pound coin can be serious too. It can disguise itself as power, or property, and there is nothing more serious when you are a girl who has neither” (Cleave 24). It clearly shows that the world is run according to money, not people. Little Bee has no power or property when she flees Nigeria. Moreover, she
challenges the globalization discourse which implicitly promises freedom amongst people all over the world whereas global capitalism puts the emphasis on finance and therefore ignores the lives of people who are powerless and impoverished. Her challenge is clear when she says

A pound is free to travel to safety, and we are free to watch it go. This is the human triumph. This is called, globalization. A girl like me gets stopped at immigration, but a pound can leap the turnstiles, and dodge the tackles of those big men with their uniform caps, and jump straight into a waiting airport taxi. Where to, sir? Western civilisation, my good man, and make it snappy. (Cleave 33)

She challenges the promise of globalisation in the quotation above by illustrating the discrimination against the migrant subaltern even before entering the “West.” She thus highlights the hypocritical way of perception in globalisation. Instead of the most celebrated understanding of globalization, which follows the pattern of fraternity amongst all human beings, the novel is critical of the supranational corporatist perception of globalism, associating the text with a “thoroughgoing critique of the violent and uneven impact of globalized neoliberalism” (Woolley 174). It is seen in a crystal-clear way in her case, as she is given no value as long as she has no economic power; and in this respect, globalization is contested at the level of the monolithic “Western civilization,” which Little Bee equates with global capitalism. “The country to which Little Bee travels is one in which the machinery of national citizenship not only co-exists with the forces of global neoliberalism, but sovereign power and transnational capital here interpenetrate and overdetermine one another” (Hart 33). Therefore, she, upon her arrival in the UK, is met with a marginalizing wall that categorizes her as the other. However, Little Bee invents her own identity without relying on these categories, deterritorializing her identity. Even her name is invented by herself and it suggests that she is one little bee, and without knowing her direction she moves from one hive to another one. The imagery of bee and hive is worthy of mention in that every bee belongs to a specific hive and is subject to a queen. Yet, Little Bee in the novel has no specific place, moving in between two different hives. Therefore, she moves to and fro and invents her own hive, which is both her identity and home that resembles a collage, again challenging the normative and essentialist reception of identity, expressing it in an unorthodox and heterogenous way. This heterogeneity can be taken into account as what Deleuze and Guattari call
“heterogenesis.” It can be likened to a collage in that her reception of identity is like what she thinks is similar to rainbow, with different colours, yet in harmony. In that sense, in the global context Little Bee imagines it is possible that the identity is an amorphous and heterogenous whole that is not clear-cut. It is not far-fetched to claim then that the deterritorialization of identity in the transcultural context of *The Other Hand* turns out to be a reinvention of identity as she does not carry a stable identity or a strict sense of identity and she, as in the metaphor of bee, takes from flowers, i.e., cultures and peoples, and carries to her hive, that is, her home and identity, which bears extracts from both the country of origin and the host country. In other words, her performance of identity and home describes the rhizomic nature of these terms in view of the fact that there is no specific point of identity and home to put a finger on. It is laid bare when she thinks she would create an idea of a refugee flag if there were one: “then the flag I would make would be gray” (Cleave 1098). Through the imagery of a gray flag that represents refugees, it is obvious that refugees are in a liminal world, for which gray as an amalgam of the dichotomous identities and congregation of the liminal stands. Moreover, she furthers this gray zone when she utters that “I think that old gray brassiere would make a fine spectacle, flying in the long colorful line of flags. I would fly it between the Stars and Stripes and the big red Chinese flag” (1098). Accordingly, the “old gray brassiere” is reminiscent of the oppressed of the patriarchal and capitalist global economy and identity politics. However, the way she presents the flags encompasses the poles of that economy, with allusions to the flag of the US and PRC.

Little Bee, in between cultures and detained for two years, resorts to imagination, by clinging both to the “girls back home” and to the books and magazines and newspapers that were given to her and she read in the detention centre to get a better grasp of England and the English ways:

And this woman they released from the immigration detention centre, this creature that I am, she is a new breed of human. There is nothing natural about me. I was born – no, I was reborn – in captivity. I learned my language from your newspapers, my clothes are your cast-offs, and it is your pound that makes my pockets ache with its absence. Imagine a young woman cut out from a smiling Save the Children magazine advertisement, who dresses herself in threadbare pink clothes from the recycling bin in your local supermarket car park and speaks English like the leader column of The Times, if you please. I would cross the street
to avoid me. Truly, this is the one thing that people from your country and people from my country agree on. They say, *That refugee girl is not one of us. That girl does not belong.* That girl is a halfling, a child of an unnatural mating, an unfamiliar face in the moon (117-129, original emphasis)

She directly tells that she has reinvented herself as a “new breed of human” who has “nothing natural.” The issue of naturalness brought up here actually alludes to the delusional perception of identity as the essence of being a human. She therefore feels reborn but this time there is no mother to give birth to her and she creates her identity without roots. In this respect where she is reborn is an important aspect of her deterritorialized identity since she is reborn in “captivity,” i.e., in the immigrant detention centre, by coming from Nigeria and reading about England without being in England, which we can receive in her case as a “non-place.” This makes Little Bee a non-territorial person before reinventing herself. This reinvention of identity as deterritorialized by a child is illustrated by Caryl McLaughlin as follows:

One way in which children show agency is in the formation of distinct transcultural identities. The recent identification of childhood as an ontological category distinct from adulthood amounts to a reassessment of children as “autonomous and creative beings producing social reality and culture.” (49)

In the light of the quotation above, it can be held that Little Bee shows an exemplary agency for the formation of identity in the transcultural context as she produces her own way of seeing life by diverting from and challenging pre-set categories. She this way delivers a radical break from the essentialist and traditional understanding of identity as she diverts from the mainstream and so-called “natural” way. With the help of the collapse of the understanding as to identity and belonging, Little Bee deterritorializes her identity as a heterogenous and distinctive individual: She transcends the modern boundaries of identity based on cartographical assumptions. And this portrayal of Little Bee as a deterritorialized individual “challenges the assumption of homogeneity among refugee children – indeed, among refugees in general,” and as such she comes up against “the tendency in the West to impose a fixed identity on refugees that condemns them to victimhood and passivity” (McLaughlin 50). As a result, she negotiates the cultural differences between Nigeria and Britain, between Sarah and “girls back home,” at times being alienated from them both, by
addressing the British readership and referring to the “girls.” And as is suggested by McLaughlin, she resolves the abovementioned tendency that presupposes orthodox identities, which are deconstructed via her individual agency as a non-territorial one. Besides, the problematization of language is present in the novel, clear in her learning of the Queen’s language despite the possibility that people will cross the street upon seeing her. It reveals the adaptation on the one hand and still an evidence of the dissociation between the two worlds, two languages that encounter but cannot meet each other, evident in the alternating narratives of Sarah and Little Bee, which is what Slavoj Zizek calls the “‘parallax gap’, which occurs in ‘the confrontation of two closely linked perspectives between which no neutral common ground is possible’ (2006, p. 4)” (qtd in Wooley 181). Because of this ambivalent world structure at work, they are part of the whole but cannot come together, as is clear in the motif of a coin. Little Bee tries both to cover and to reveal the gap using the Queen’s English as a source of empowerment for her story. The use of such English is a “way of situating herself in an ‘alien’ World” (Savu 94). Moreover, if she did not use that English, her narrative “would get lost in this great ocean of wonders because it would seem as if your country was an enchanted federation of miracles” (Cleave 81). Sarah, on the other hand, with the same intention, collects stories of refugee girls to lay bare the circumstances under which they live and struggle to survive: “Our problem is that you only have your own story. One story makes you weak. But as soon as we have one hundred stories, you will be strong. […] We need to collect the stories of people who’ve been through the same things as you” (3541). “One hundred stories” complement the “halfling” state of Little Bee, in an attempt to accentuate the two dissociated but interdependent worlds. It also helps the recognition of the two worlds and the two hands of Sarah and Little Bee, by means of “sharing the narrative space” (Woolley 181). The use of the Queen’s English and Sarah’s intention to collect stories can be seen as “an investment both in the communicative channels opened up by globalization, which would permit the stories of Little Bee and others like her to traverse the globe, and in the power of storytelling to motivate people into acts of solidarity” (Woolley 181). And it bears the cause of bringing together the two poles of the gap, in order to curb the compartmentalization of peoples. That is how her deterritorialized transnational identity is comprised.
However, as she has no power or property, she needs another capital, which is either to look good or to speak English well. Unlike Nkiruka, who “[becomes] a woman in the growing season, under the African sun,” she becomes “a woman under white fluorescent strip lights in an underground room in an immigration detention centre” (Cleave 117). For this reason she cannot accept her femininity, alluding to the issue of “naturalness”: “I made myself undesirable. I declined to wash, and I let my skin grow oily. Under my clothes I wound a wide strip of cotton around my chest, to make my breast small and flat” (105). The main motive for her to hide her femininity is to protect herself, also a reminder of the deeply traumatic experience on the beach. Therefore she chooses the latter option and learns to speak the “Queen’s English,” during which process she comes to lose the “best tricks of [her] mother tongue,” and exposes the cultural difference in language:

For example, the Queen could never say, *There was plenty wahala, that girl done use her bottom power to engage my number-one son and anyone could see she would end in the bad bush.* Instead the Queen must say, *My late daughter-in-law used her feminine charms to become engaged to my heir, and one might have foreseen that it wouldn’t end well.* It is all a little sad, don’t you think? (45, original emphasis)

It is sad for her because she comes to cut her ties with the very thing that ties her to her past and parents, the very medium of communication with them, her mother tongue. As the Queen has the power and financial capital, and even has had her picture imprinted on the British pound coin that can travel anywhere, she needs her share of power and capital that compels her to learn English to get away from the detention centre and survive in Britain, with the intention of telling her story, voicing the unvoiced. Furthermore, the voice she articulates in Queen’s English also becomes a means of challenging the aforementioned reception of identity that presents the African refugee as an exoticized “Other;” she, makes use of the dominant linguistic sphere in order to reveal the gaps in it and emphasize the “cultural hybridities”:

Excuse me for learning your language properly. I am here to tell you a real story. I did not come to talk to you about the bright African colours. I am a born-again citizen of the developing world, and I will prove to you that the colour of my life is grey. (Cleave 129)

Here it is of significance to remark Bhabha’s approach to hybridization of cultures. According to David Huddart, “for Bhabha there are no cultures that come together leading to hybrid forms; instead, cultures are the consequence of attempts to still the flux of cultural hybridities” (4).
In her address to the “sophisticated people” of England, the narratee as identified by her, she challenges the essentialist view of the “Other” in her deterritorialized identity by describing it as grey, as is discussed earlier in this chapter. From this standpoint, though she distances herself from the “you” as the English reader, she also does not define herself in direct relation to Africa, whose “bright” colors she does not intend to talk about. Likewise, her in-betweenness is laid bare when she reveals that she does not fit the traditional and homogenous categories of home and identity, which is based on the cartography and stereotypes:

Is it my fault if I do not look like an English girl and I do not talk like a Nigerian? Well, who says an English girl must have skin as pale as the clouds that float across her summers? Who says a Nigerian girl must speak in fallen English, as if English had collided with Ibo, high in the upper atmosphere, and rained down into her mouth in a shower that half drowns her and leaves her choking up sweet tales about the bright African colours and the taste of fried plantain? Not like a story-teller, but like a victim rescued from the flood, coughing up the colonial water from her lungs? (129)

She challenges the biased stereotypes, and “she is aware that it is precisely the fixity of such assumptions about identity that prevents her from being an acceptable part of society” (McLaughlin 62-63). She questions the prejudices against both groups. Besides, this kind of radical and affirmative respresentation of deterritorialized identity helps Little Bee refuse to be regarded as a passive and silenced victim. “Little Bee challenges the politics of subject formation that necessitates the making of “the other”—the non-Western, the female, the poor, all of which have been relegated to the global periphery and to static entities without agency” (Savu 91). So, it can be purported that the deterritorialization of identity and a fixed sense of belonging challenges the stereotypical refugee portrayal extant in the West “to impose a fixed identity on refugees that condemns them to victimhood and passivity” (McLaughlin 50). Little Bee highlights the expected role of a Nigerian girl speaking in pidgin English and puts the emphasis on the skin colour while deterritorializing the conventional cultural paradigms and belonging by introducing the “complex politics of her globalized, postcolonial identity” (McLaughlin 60). “Through her performance of linguistic nativity, Little Bee questions the equation of whiteness and ownership of language and the implicit white world’s devaluation of blackness” (Savu 94): In spite of the fact that her speech pushes her to a central space of Englishness, her physical
features present her as African, “speaking their own history: a gendered history of violence.” In a similar vein, after confessing to Sarah’s lover, Lawrence, that she witnessed Andrew O’Rourke’s suicide but did not do anything to stop him, she exerts a distance between herself and the stereotypical category of refugee girl often pictured as victimized and pacified: “Now you think I’m a sweet little girl, do you? In your mind you still don’t think I really exist. It does not occur to you that I can be clever, like a white person. That I can be selfish, like a white person” (Cleave 2710). Not meeting the western expectations from her, that is to say that being a black African refugee, she has to speak in “broken” English, be passive, she challenges the constructed images of a Nigerian refugee girl as well.

Added to that, thanks to her deterritorialization of her identity, she can see herself both from the margin and from the page. Appadurai’s emphasis on the break with modernity and modern and grounded perceptions is thus made clearer: She can see things by means of different lenses and perspectives as she widens her horizons of imagination and pays efforts to turn imagination into collective actions. Similarly, Appadurai’s accentuation of the global flows of deterritorialized collectivities is of a crystal-clear refusal of nation-state as a vantage point for conventions of modernity. Therefore, as can be recalled from Appadurai’s recognition of the aforementioned deviance from the project of modernity, and as seen in his emphasis on imagination that makes global collectivities possible, present migrations create a space for that refusal. Woolley connects Appadurai’s standpoint based on “contemporary mass migrations in conjunction with ‘the rapid flow of mass-mediated images, scripts, and sensations’” with that of The Other Hand now that the transnational relations flourish through the mediascapes in the novel form (172). As such, similar to Appadurai, Hardt and Negri’s category of Empire and its workings is worth mentioning since they too take migrations and “flows of population” from the “third World” as “liberating” projects that “have destroyed old and new boundaries” (Hardt and Negri 363). Although it is, to some extent, easy to claim that Little Bee and Sarah cross the boundaries of nation-states and Little Bee is eventually deported and her actions are limited, it is possible to assert that the direct encounter with the modern nation-state confined to a geographical sphere and the struggle of the characters against it reveal the importance of the -scapes and imagination so as to cross the boundaries of the
epistemological register of modernity through a global approach that includes every colour, “which provide communal access to global ‘repertoires of images [and] narratives’” (1996, p. 33) disseminated through growing electronic means and upon which diverse constituencies draw” (Woolley 173). This way it becomes plausible to question the boundaries.

As well as distinguishing herself from the British as discussed earlier, she also distinguishes herself from the Nigerian. Now that she has acquired the Queen’s English, she imagines that she will tell her story in England to the “girls back home.” That is how she does not cut her ties completely. “Girls back home” refer to her sister and her friends that used to live in her village before it was pillaged and many people murdered. Via the “girls back home” that function as “either encouraging or reprimanding her, and ultimately acting as a kind of chorus that provides solace for the imprisoned girl” and “[frame] her story” she again expresses the distantiation of herself from both cultures (Buonanno 32). Yet, the frame of the story in the “dominant discourse” and her address to the British is written with the aim of “making an impact” so that her and others’ voices can be heard, while the “girls back home” are of the function of the “Greek chorus” in the narrative, “a foil in whose imagined reaction the cultural dissonance experienced by Little Bee can be made explicit,” according to Cleave (Q&A). It is important to note here that what the “girls back home” project into “horror” is juxtaposed with that of the British: Horror, for the former, is a “disease” and they are “sick with it” whereas it is, for the latter, “something you take a dose of to remind yourself that you are not suffering from it” (Cleave 660). That is why Little Bee resorts to the Queen’s English to make an influential story, as a reminder of the alien, through the encounter with the other in their own linguistic register. As she “scrub[s] off” her Nigerian past, she comes to reinvent it with the help of imagination drawing on the girls’ would-have-been reactions.

She sees in one of the newspapers detention centre officers read that there is a “topless” woman. She exposes the linguistic difference as follows:

But if I was telling this story to my big sister Nkiruka and the other girls from my village back home, then I would have to stop, right here, and explain to them: topless does not mean, the lady in the newspaper did not have an upper body. It means, she was not wearing any garments on her upper body. You see the difference?
– Wait. Not even a brassiere?
– Not even a brassiere.
– Weh!
And then I would start my story again but those girls back home, they
would whisper between them. They would giggle behind their hands.
Then, just as I was getting back to my story about the morning they let
me out of the immigration detention centre, those girls would interrupt
me again. Nkiruka would say, Listen, okay? Listen. Just so we are clear.
This girl in the newspaper photo. She was a prostitute, yes? A night
fighter? Did she look down at the ground from shame?
– No, she did not look down at the ground from shame. She looked right
in the camera and smiled.
– What, in the newspaper?
– Yes.
– Then is it not shameful in Great Britain, to show your bobbis in the
newspaper?
– No. It is not shameful. The boys like it and there is no shame.
Otherwise the topless girls would not smile like that, do you see?
– So do all the girls over there show them off like that? Walk around
with their bobbis bouncing? In the church and in the shop and in the
street?
– No, only in the newspapers.
– Why do they not all show their breasts, if the men like it and there is
no shame?
– I do not know.
– You lived there more than two years, little miss been-to. How come
you not know? – It is like that over there. Much of my life in that country
was lived in such confusion. Sometimes I think that even the British do
not know the answers to such questions.
– Weh! (Cleave 69-81, italics in the original)

In this imaginary scene about how she would have tried to explain the content of
newspapers, the key term to understand Little Bee’s deterritorialized identity is
“confusion.” She is not only distant from the British, but also the Nigerian, even if she
can predict how they would respond to her narrative. First, she needs to win against
the linguistic barrier and then try to explain it to the girls. Yet, as she delves into
solving the intercultural confusion, she gets lost now that she has learnt the Queen’s
English and wiped off her Nigerian English. Therefore, she does not even imagine the
girls speaking in a complete pidgin English apart from “bobbis” and “Weh.” In
addition, she explicates her difference from the other girls in the detention center who
cannot speak on the phone to request a taxi and ask Little Bee for help. After a few
tries by the other girls that are hung up on by the taxi station since they speak in
“broken” English, she takes the phone and tells that they are cleaners: “I know you do
not pick up refugees. We are not refugees. We are cleaners. We work in this place” she says on the phone and the one on the other side of the phone first asks for confirmation, whether they are really cleaners, and then satisfied, he says “[be]cause if I had a pound for every bloody immigrant that got in the back of one of my cabs and didn’t know where they wanted to go and started prattling on to my driver in Swahili and tried to pay him in cigarettes, I’d be playing golf at this very moment instead of talking to you’” (Cleave 227). He now believes that they are cleaners as Little Bee does not “talk like one of them” (ibid.). However, when the cab comes to the detention centre, another cultural difference becomes the case. As Little Bee once sees, one detention officer calls a musician on a CD box as “What a cock,” which she thinks stands for the musician’s hair. “It was like a cockerel’s comb, you see. So a cock was a cockerel!” and the cab-driver has the same hair. And she thinks she needs to compliment the driver and says “Hello, I see that you are a cock” (824). With a “sour expression” on his face, the driver utters “Don’t they teach you monkeys manners in the jungle?” (ibid.). Then the driver leaves immediately with the “tyres of his taxi [squealing] like a baby when you take its milk away” (ibid.). So, it can be taken into account that though Little Bee has learnt the Queen’s English perfectly, her “cultural apprenticeship” is still in the making as she accepts this as her problem whilst learning English (Savu 94): “Every word can defend itself. Just when you go to grab it, it can split into two separate meanings so the understanding closes on empty air” (Cleave). Speaking very good English provides her with some advantage; nonetheless, in terms of cultural understanding that congregates people into groups and subgroups in a hierarchy, she is still in-between.

The climax of her deterritorialized identity and home is made explicit at the end of the novel when Sarah and her son Charlie accompany Little Bee. The ending scene is on a beach while Charlie wearing a Batman costume and mask is playing with some Nigerian kids. Charlie asks Little Bee her real name and finally she reveals her original name. It is Udo, which means peace. She asks Charlie what peace means and explains to him that “[p]eace is a time when people can tell each other their real names” (Cleave 3719). However, interrupting the peace, the soldiers come slowly pacing towards them, “with their rifles in their hands.” Little Bee throws herself forward stating that she is the one that they are looking for so as to protect Charlie. Children
run away and as Little Bee is taken away, she cries with joy because the kids are playing together though at first they are surprised at Charlie’s blond hair. Resonating with the Wordsworthian understanding, which puts forward that children do not embrace the conventional and disrupt the socially accepted, the children all play now with no discrimination “in the sparkling foam of the waves that broke between worlds at the point. It was beautiful, and that is a word I would not need to explain to the girls from back home, and I do not need to explain to you, because now we are all speaking the same language” (3731-3743). In this respect, she gets rid of one of the cargoes she has carried all along: horror and hope. She leaves the former on that beach and looks at the future as bright. For Udo, everything as to identity and consequently home is deterritorialized as she becomes a globalized (one that accepts the earth as the homeland in this case) and deterritorialized (one that deviates from conventionalism and essentialism) persona, and her home becomes a world where kids speak the same language of love that recognizes no discrimination. That is why even though she is arrested by the soldiers and to be imprisoned, her sense of identity and home is to pierce through the prison walls since deterritorialization of them itself is already the destruction of the conventional walls of a strict sense of home and identity.

Little Bee’s deterritorialization of identity and home results from her loss of them first and gaining a “reborn” identity and home in the global sense, challenging the normative forms of the notions of home and identity. Through her explicit agency in identity-formation she comes to reveal that identity in the global sense is all about exceeding the boundaries of nation-states and acting via different scapes. As the novel itself is a mediascape, it helps the “[r]e-imaging [of] the experience of globality from the perspective of a refugee, *The Other Hand* [that] illuminates, and seeks to lessen, the gulf separating ‘our world and yours’ through the encounter between Sarah and Little Bee and their interwoven narrative voices” (Woolley 169). Moreover, it contributes to the presentation of a Janus-like face of globalisation compartmentalized in accord with neo-liberalism on the one hand and the presentation of globalization, on the other, as the “hopes of this whole human world [that] could fit inside one soul” (Cleave 3707). Sarah and Little Bee achieve this by “undergo[ing] a change from passive, albeit sympathetic, witnesses to what Rita Felski has called ‘embedded and embodied agents’” (Savu 91). Via this agency can they adjust the whole world into
their souls, at a disjuncture with modernity. This intersecting and disjuntive global approach therefore deterritorializes Little Bee’s identity and home basing them on the globe, including both countries as well as all others. In a nutshell, deterritorialization of identity and home is the consequence of transcending the common and conventional modern understandings of identity and home.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

This thesis offers an analysis of deterritorialization of identity and home in Brian Chikwava’s *Harare North* (2004) and Chris Cleave’s *The Other Hand* (2008), both of which “received a good deal of critical praise” (Perfect 157). Although these two novels differ from each other in many ways, when read together, help understand the intracommunal and extracommunal relationships that migrants, particularly refugees and asylum-seekers, come to face.

The main difference between these novels is that the unnamed narrator of *Harare North* comes to London, seeking asylum, not as a victim but as one who commits acts of torture and killing. He is not positioned against the Oedipus of Zimbabwe shaped and embodied by Mugabe, whom the narrator looks up to as a paternal figure. Moreover, he is a direct product of the Mugabeist discourse. In *The Other Hand*, however, Little Bee escapes death and rape in Nigeria, upon the brutal rape and killing of her sister Nkiruka. During her imprisonment in the detention center, she comes to see the world in transnational glasses, questioning her sense of belonging and identity. The juxtaposition between the two narrators of these novels is an important feature of this thesis in that through it we can analyze how ideoscapes shape the way immigrants perceive their identities and homes. Accordingly, the unnamed narrator in *Harare North* defines his sense of identity and home only in terms of belonging to Zimbabwe and following Mugabeist politics. Similarly, he cannot accept anyone into his life just as he believes he cannot get rid of his hardened belief in Mugabe. On the contrary, Little Bee cannot grow a strict sense of belonging to any place. Her position as non-territorial makes her see through how international politics work, what life is for a refugee, since she has nobody to turn to, except for Sarah and Charlie, a motivation for her deterritorialization as both a nomad and an orphan, as in the Deleuzeo-Guattarian conceptualization. Thus, she can look at herself from the margin.
It should also be added that gender emerges as a major issue in both novels in their treatment of migrancy. The unnamed narrator makes use of his position as a man in order to manipulate others as a paternal figure. He is therefore after “possessing” and manipulating, having power over others in the novel. In the end, he becomes the head of the house and mimics Mugabe in his actions. The novel puts the emphasis on his overtly patriarchal imaginary world’s castration as an irregular immigrant in the UK, who cannot achieve his goals. His continuous resistance to change and this castration in the end lets him loose his ties to Zimbabwe and Mugabe; however, his deterritorialization of identity and home results in self-destruction. Little Bee, in contrast, always feels under threat, as a teenage refugee girl, clear in her search for a place and way to kill herself in case unknown men come. Therefore, when Sarah supports her as a woman, she feels relieved of the pains she has to take so as to protect herself. Sisterly bond they create deterritorializes both characters’ sense of belonging and contributes to their questioning of themselves and how they are positioned in a patriarchal society, both as women and as a refugee in the case of Little Bee.

Furthermore, both novels lay emphasis on the importance of imagination. *Harare North* gives an account of how the unnamed narrator takes shelter in the memory of the past home as a member of the youth militia called the Green Bombers and idealization of Zimbabwe, which later in the novel is described as “a state of mind.” Moreover, his dreams in which he always witnesses his mother’s reactions reveal his inner world in contrast to what he claims himself to be whereas Little Bee as an in-between character lives with Sarah and always dreams of her deceased friends, “girls back home.” Always referring back to families and friends in their past homes, the unnamed narrator and Little Bee reflect their transformation through the comparison between where they were and where they are now.

These two novels are studied in relation to deterritorialization of identity and home to explore the novels’ treatment of what refugees undergo, what kind of dangers they encounter and how they are transformed in accord with their position both in the country of origin and in the host country. The concept of deterritorialization is a fertile ground to analyze these novels in that they offer rich material for the study of the transformation of the individual as immigrant and the problems they come to face during their stays in the UK.
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APPENDIX A: TÜRKÇE ÖZET / TURKISH SUMMARY

iki anlatıcıdan biri olan Little Bee küreselleşme mefhumu üzerine düşünür ve bilinçli bir şekilde özçü alımlamalardan azade yeni bir kimlik ve ev duygusu yaratır.

bölüm bu iki romanın en detaylı edebi analizidir. Her iki roman birbirinden birçok noktada farklı olsa da eksik parmak imgesinin kaybı bir temsili olduğunu tartışmaktadır. Perfect’e göre kayıp parmak imgesinin ötekilerin toplumdan dışlanmıştır olandan anlayış eksikliğini ve başkalarının acılarına karşı yaygın yaklaşımları göstermek olduğunu tartışır. İngilizçə ve sınıfma siyasetinin, göçün ve çok etnili Londra’nın tarihsel ve politik arkaplan bağlamının bir ekspozesini inceledikten sonra İngilizliğinin ve göç sisteminin çok etnili Londra’yı ve İngiltere’deki çokkültürlülüğü nasıl etkilediğini genel bir portresini çizer. Dahası, travmatik sonuçlara ithaf eden detaylandırdığı madeni paralar ve eksik parmaklar metaforları aracılığıyla göç sırasında kayıp konusuna odaklanır.

topraksızlaşma bazen yerleşik bir kimlik konseptinden radikal bir kopuş olarak kimliğin dönüşümü demektir. Bu açıdan dönüşüm küreselleşmenin bir sonucudur ve küresellik bağlamında Appadurai diyaşoralara ve diyaşorik kitlelerin yeni geçmişlerini ve yeni evlerini nasıl tahayyül ve yeniden tahayyül ettikleri üzerine çalışır. Yersizyurtsuzlaşma / topraksızlaşma kavramıyla mekanlar kümesiyle, etnomekan, finansalmekan, ideomekan, medyamekan ve teknomekan kavramlarıyla inceler ve bu kavramlar aracılığıyla göçmenliği yersizyurtsuzlaşma / topraksızlaşma üzerinden tahlil eder.


küresel sahne düalistik değildir. Yeni küresel kontekst, mevcut merkez-periferi karşıtı üzerinden anlaşılacak kadar karmaşık, örtüşen ve kesişimsel bir düzende görülür. Muhayile ve küresel olan uçtan uca bağlanan bir spektrum oluşturur; aslında, tek bir spektrumdan ziyade kesişimsel şebekeler ve karşılaşmalar ağıdır.

Ezcümle, Appadurai’ye göre yersizyurtzuşlaşmış, yerinden edilmiş ve günümüz etnomekanlarını yaratan popülasyonlar bir his olarak yerelliğin yaratımına dahil olmuştur. Şu da öne sürülebilir ki yerellik küresel olanla ilintili olarak oluşturulan ve bu yüzden yerellik tikel bir varlıktan ziyade çoğunluklar olarak yaratılır. Sonuç olarak mevzubahis yerellik, küresel yersizyurtzuşlaşma / topraksızlaşma akımlarına, örtüşen ve kesişimsel küresel kültürel politiğin işte doğasına bağlı olarak mekanlar ile işlenmelidir.


Ulusal kimliğe dayalı toplumsal katmanlaşma öteki olanı sessizleştirir ve statüko böylelikle sürdürebilir kılınır. Deleuze’ün yaklaşımı bize bölümlendirilmiş bölgesellinin epistemolojik zeminde nasıl işlediğini göstermektedir. Oedipus akış halinde olan kimliği sabit ve doğal olarak temsili etmeye çalışır. Katı bölgesellik aracılığıyla kendisini korumaya ve süjeleri katı bölgesellikte tutmaya ihtiyaç duyur. Dahası, ulusal kimlik, dil, eğitim gibi insanlara aidiyet duygusu yaratma aygıtlarıyla benzer lebenswelt özelliklerini barındıran milyonlarca bilinmeyen diğerlerinin


Ev ise tam olarak birisinin geldiği köken yer değildir. Ev, evde hissedilen, kişinin yeniden yer-yurt edindiği yerdir. Benedict Anderson’un hayali ve toplumsal inşa olarak ulus meşhurundan harekete evin de ideolojik bir aygıt ve kişinin milyonlarca tanınmadığı kimselerle paylaştığı spesifik bir toprak parçasına aidiyet hissettği bir


Yersizyurtsuzlaşma ve göç yeni bir fenomen olmasına da yirminci yüzünün ikinci yarısından başlayarak günümüzde deegin süren göç dalgaları kitle açısından öncülerinden daha yüksek kitleleri bünyesinde barındırmıştır. Birçok sebepten yerlerinden edilen kimseler müphem dönüşümler ve mekanlar arasında sıkışip kalması.


İkinci analitik bölümde ise Chris Cleave’in ABD’de Little Bee başlığıyla basılan The Other Hand romanındaki evin ve kimliğin yersizyurtsuzlaşması / topraklaşması işlenmiştir. Brian Chikwava’nın romanındaki anlatıcı karakterin deneyimlediğini aksine büyüme romanı sayılabilecek The Other Hand’de yersizyurtsuzlaşma / topraklaşma benliğin yıkımı olarak işlenmemiştir. Anlatıcı karakterlerden biri olan Little Bee’nin kimliğinin yersizyurtsuzlaşması / topraklaşması, Appadurai’nin ve Deleuze ve Guattari’nin yersizyurtsuzlaşma / topraklaşmaya özcü bir kimlik anlayışından radikal bir kopuş olarak yaklaştığını yankılanan bir şekilde Nijerya ve


Bu tez çalışmasında bu iki romanın mültecilerin deneyimlediklerinin, ne tür tehlikelere maruz kaldıklarının ve geldikleri ülkelerde göre kendilerini nasıl konumlandırarak dönüştüklerinin tahlili amaçlanmıştır. Yersizyurtsuzlaşma / topraksızlaşma mefhumu göçmen olarak bireyin dönümü açısından ve İngiltere’de kaldıkları süre boyunca karşılaştıkları sorunların çalışılması adına zengin materyal sunarak bu romanların tahlili için verimli bir zemin oluşturmuştur. Harare North romanındaki birinci şahıs anlatıcının Mugabe hükümetini ve kendisini taklitle kurduğu Oedipal bağlar okura Oedipus’un yarattığı süje üretiminin açık bir tablosunu çizmektedir. Devrimci, postkolonyal bir şeyir vaadeden Mugabe iddialarının aksine fikirsel olarak ortodoksiye bulaşmış ve kolonyal hükümetleri taklit eden bir diktatörlük oluşturmuştur. Bu alanda yapılan çalışmalarda önemli bir kavram olan taklit, Mugabe’nin kolonyal hükümeti taklidi, anlatıcının Mugabe’yi taklidi ile bir hierarşik iktidar zinciri oluşturmuştur. Bu açıdan esasında karakterin isminin olmayışı, okura aktarılmasa manıdardır, zira anlatıcının küstahlık ve kibirli̇lilik derecesinde her şeyi

topraksızlaşması öz yıkım değil öz yaratım olarak şekillenmiştir ve kendi çoklu aidiyetleriyle birlikte hem Udo hem Little Bee olarak kalabilmştir.
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